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Introduction to the SVI
Strategic Vision Institute (SVI) is an autonomous, multidisciplinary and non-partisan
institution established in January 2013. It is a non-governmental and non-commercial
organization administered by a Board of Governors under a Chairperson and administered
by a Management Committee headed by a President/Executive Director.
SVI aims to promote strategic foresight on issues of national and international import
through dispassionate, impartial, and independent research, analyses, and studies. SVI
serves as a forum for discussion, deliberation and debate from diverse perspectives. The
primary focus of the SVI is to provide a framework for professional expertise, doctrinal
wisdom and vision that is indispensable for discreet decision-making and policy
formulation. Its initial focus has been to address politico-economic, diplomatic, military
and strategic dimensions of policies. After the formative phase that is expected to close in
2016, it is intended to gradually undertake additional objectives as outlined in section A
below.
Rationale of the SVI originates from the imperative of cultivating adequate
professional expertise to cope with the growingly complex strategic environment for
national, regional and international security.
SVI works on the premise that continually changing nature and dynamics of strategic
environment and international politics, rapid technological developments and revolution
in military affairs engenders new paradigms of statecraft, global competition and security.
It points to an absolute necessity of exercising prudence in policy planning, ingenuity in
doctrinal articulation and proficiency in policy implementation. Strategic vision is
inevitable in order to exist beyond instinctive survival: with dignity, sovereign integrity
and national honor.

A. SVI Objectives
Objectives of the SVI are to offer analyses, research and studies in the following fields:









Strategic, Security and Policy Studies.
Nuclear Studies: Nuclear Power and Policy, Safety and Security, Nuclear Doctrines
and Deterrence, Arms Control, Disarmament and Non-Proliferation.
Regional Peace, Security and International Stability.
Energy Studies: Conventional, Nuclear and Non-Conventional (Alternate/Renewable
sources of Energy, Solar/Wind etc.) Sources.
Strategic Communications, informatics and Mass Media Studies.
Development Studies.
Education and literacy.
Promoting respect and support for adherence to Constitution, Democracy,
Fundamental Rights, Protecting of the Underprivileged Persons, Women and
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Children, through Advocacy and Campaigns.
Governance, Poverty Alleviation, Health and Social Welfare.
Culture, Heritage and Arts Studies.
Capacity Building and Institutional Development.
However the initial focus of the SVI is on Media, Energy, Nuclear, Security and
Strategic Policy Studies.

B. SVI Functions








Production and promotion of literature to support the SVI objectives through research,
analyses, and studies: writings, e.g., journals/magazines and books, organizing
training workshops, seminars/conferences, carrying out analysis, consultancy and
projects/feasibility reports.
Dissemination of literature through a variety of available print, electronic and other
mediums, except when any contractual obligations require otherwise.
Undertaking Development Projects at communities, national and international levels:
carrying out projects, study/feasibility reports and consultancies in all the above
fields.
Setting up educational facilities: teaching/training and research through academic
institutions if it became feasible at some later stage.
Development of database: (Data Collection, Processing, Analyses and Policy
Recommendations).
Building a better understanding of policies and actions that are not portrayed in the
entirety on international media.
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2013 Review
A. General
The establishment of SVI was highly acclaimed as laying down the foundational stone to
inculcate and promote a collective strategic thinking and foresight. The first year ended
up with wide acknowledgement and warm welcome to the SVI as a valuable addition to
the strategic community of Pakistan. SVI is planned to be a key building block to the
development of national and global strategic vision essential for skillfully innovative
policy-planning. It is not intended to denigrate the works of other research organizations,
but to advance the strategic expertise and proficiency in decision-making and policy
formulation process.
Strategic wisdom comes with a comprehensive understanding of the past, present and
future. History is not just an index of the past but also the stepping-stone of futuristic
insight. SVI stands for prudence in dealing with national and international issues,
something that can be fostered through scholarly inquest, professional analyses and
planning prudent policy alternatives. It is considered imperative to develop collective,
multi-institutional and pluralistic decision-making by creating sync among the political,
military and diplomatic decision-making echelons with assistance from the academia,
media professionals, and policy professionals.

B. Institutional Development
The fact that the SVI was set up in just three months from a scratch and was able to
hold its inaugural conference in April 2013, was considered extremely creditable for its
entire team led by Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema as its President & Executive Director and Mr.
Ross Masood Hussain as its Chairperson. From hiring of the office accommodation,
refurbishment, purchase of office furniture, purchase of work-stations, computers and
accessories for the development of Local Area Network (LAN), Website and Face book
but especially employing research and administration staff development was massive task
completed in three months.
It was highly appreciated that the SVI not only managed to successfully conduct its
major Inaugural Conference on April 17, 2013 but followed that event by organizing two
more conferences, one three days capacity building workshop/seminar and three
roundtables by end of the year 2013.
Besides conferences and workshop, SVI published its first book titled, “Shifting
Dynamics and Emerging Power Equilibrium in South and Central Asia around post2014,” an edited volume based upon upgraded research papers that were initially
intended as conference presentations.
Within a year, the SVI entered into cooperation/collaboration with Konrad-Adenauer-
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Stiftung (KAS). It’s a foundation after the co-founder of CDU and the first Chancellor of
the Federal Republic of Germany, Konrad Adenauer (1876-1967).

C. Programs Development
SVI Faculty and Management not only organized four
national/international conferences and seminars and
three roundtables within its first year but its scholars
also participated in others’ national and international
conferences.
SVI’s publications are appearing regularly
(book/conference proceedings) and are being
disseminated widely to universities, research institutes
and governmental and non-governmental organizations.
These publications are also available on the SVI website.
SVI scholars have also contributed to the creation of an academic culture by active
participation in print as well as electronic media.
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Overview of the Major 2013 Events
A. Conferences/Seminars
A brief description of the SVI Conferences is as under:
i.

Inaugural Conference

SVI “Inaugural Conference” was held on April 17, 2013 in the Marriot Hotel Islamabad. This
conference was chaired and participated by high profile personalities (private and
government
sectors),
intellectuals,
researchers, senior media personnel and
students.
The conference had an inaugural
session followed by two academic
sessions on Shifting Dynamics of
regional peace and stability in south
Asia and Emerging Power equilibrium
around Post-2014.
Chief Guest of the conference,
Secretary Defence, Lt. Gen (R) Asif
Yasin Malik said that history tells us
that great nations are not built by bricks
but rather by intellectual development and
nurturing of free thought that laid their
foundations. The most important lesson
learned is that Pakistan must have a
political,
economical
and
assured
deterrence
capability
to
forestall
aggression from all quarters. Pakistan
needs a long spell of peace and stability to
overcome its problems and benefit from
the available opportunities. The need of
the time is to respond to the
challenges with appropriate strategy under
collective vision.
The conference themes suggested that
major developments in politico-strategic
dynamics of South Asia were on the
horizon. In 2013, elections in Pakistan
brought a change in the political
establishment.

The inherently interactive changes of
the retirement of Chief Justice of Pakistan,
COAS, the Chairman JCSC, and elections
in India, in 2013, all profoundly impacted
upon the regional politics, strategic
dynamics and power equilibrium in
Eastern South Asia (ESA).
Equally, significant changes in
Western South Asia (WSA) reconstituted
its politico-strategic scenario. In the post
2014
scheduled
ISAF
withdrawal
situation, the capability of ANF (Afghan
National Forces) to maintain law and order
was sanguinely questioned. India’s policy
to substitute the outgoing security
architecture in Afghanistan was strongly
detested by Pakistan.
Moreover, IP (Iran-Pakistan), TAPI
(Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-
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India) gas pipeline projects have profound
ramifications for South and Central Asia.
The shifting strategic dynamics and
emerging power equilibrium in ESA/WSA
and Central Asia presented challenging
scenarios
for
the
politico-military
leadership and strategic decision-making

2013 - 2015

echelons.
These
undercurrents
of
forthcoming changes were the primary
focus of South Asian security and strategic
community. By and large, the inaugural
conference was a great success
considering the limited resources of the
SVI.
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Three days Capacity Building Seminar/Workshop

Three days workshop cum seminar series started
with the first one titled as “Contemporary Issues
of Strategic Importance to Pakistan”, the aim was
to impart education and training to mid-career
civil and military officers, academia and media
persons. The main topics covered in the
workshop were: strategic and deterrence stability,
Non-proliferation discourse and Peace and
Security in South Asia. In the pre-lunch sessions,
prominent professional experts and distinguished
academic scholars delivered papers and
presentations for the participants of the workshop and selected guests invited from the
Islamabad intelligentsia. The post-lunch sessions were followed by simulation exercises,
student presentations and evaluation.
Mainly three broad areas were covered; a) ‘Contemporary Issues in the Non-Proliferation
Debate’ in which distinguished speakers spoke about the Indo-US strategic Partnership and
the NSG Waiver provided to India. The analyses linked to its repercussions for the nonproliferation regime and Pakistan’s position in the international nuclear non-proliferation
regime; b) August 2013 LoC flare ups followed by severity in relations between India and
Pakistan demanded discussion on the nature and robustness of peace mechanism and analyses
of the Security and Confidence Building Measures in South Asia. For more than twenty-five
years, both India and Pakistan have sought to negotiate and implement confidence building
measures to reduce the chances of conflict, decrease in the military tensions, advanced
economic ties and a conducive environment to eventually resolve the fundamental territorial
dispute over Kashmir, which essential requirement for lasting peace between the two states;
c) the third day of the seminar series focused on the dynamics of war and peace in South
Asia, and discussed strategic dimensions of Indo-Pak relations. It also analyzed the fragility
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of the peace process between India and Pakistan.
This conference cum workshop was a productive activity and its participants were
awarded certificates by the distinguished chief guest, Mushahid Hussain Syed.

iii.

Two Days Conference: “Energy Crises and Nuclear and Safety
Security of Pakistan”

The third conference was arranged by the SVI in collaboration with Konrad-AdenauerStiftung (KAS) on the title: “Energy Crises and Nuclear Safety and Security of Pakistan” held
on 27-28 November 2013 in Islamabad Club, Islamabad.
The conference theme suggested that for the last two decades, Pakistan’s energy crisis is
one of the biggest challenges which also profoundly impinge upon its national security. The
energy resources, especially energy reserves are considered a crucial index of national
security matrix. Right now Pakistan is rated among the countries that have dangerously
crossed the energy security risk index in past few years. While investigating the root causes
of the energy crisis, it is envisaged that the issue cannot be solved on ad hoc basis and all
affordable alternative means for energy generation needed to be explored; in both short as
well as long term. Pakistan does not have adequately installed power generation capacity to
meet the demand of energy/electric power in the country.
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Not many among the decision-makers on energy issues in Pakistan seem to be awakened
to the requirements of Kyoto Protocol that envisage a ban on some conventional sources of
energy generation which are considered dangerous for global environment (CO2 Green House
- Gas emission) through industrial pollution. Despite having complete fuel cycle capability,
Pakistan also lags far behind in energy generation through nuclear technology and is much
below the international average. The global discourse on the utilization of renewable sources
pivots around its sustainability and reduced cost of building the infrastructure. Energy
through nuclear plants is sustainable, affordable and returns the cost of its infrastructure.
However, it requires strict safety apparatus for nuclear plants/facilities. Taking this debate
into account, the conference held in five sessions, in which 16 presentations were made by
noted experts and researchers, deliberated on the various aspects of the problem and explored
options to deal with it. The nuclear energy option was discussed as an alternative to the
traditional sources. Experts dealt extensively on safety and security issues related to nuclear
power plants and expressed confidence in the safety and security protocols being followed in
Pakistan. SVI Chairman Board of Governors, Mr. Ross Masood Hussain, said in his
concluding remarks that we need to get out of the energy crisis as soon as possible because
not doing so would endanger our survival. The government would have to work out its

strategy in view of the available resources and capacity’. Resident Representative KAS, Mr.
Ronny Heine said that Pakistan’s energy crisis is one of the biggest challenges, which also
profoundly impinge upon its national security. Therefore, it was important to not only utilize
existing resources more efficiently but also to explore alternate sources of energy to cater for
the rapidly increasing demands. SVI President / Executive Director, Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema,
said that energy crisis was not because of scarcity of resources, but was an issue of colossal
mismanagement. Dr. Vaqar Ahmed (SDPI), Dr. Najeebullah (UET Peshawar) and Mr. Jabbar
Memon spoke about the causes of the crisis and the challenges in finding sustainable
solutions.
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Two Days Conference: “Matrix of Regional and National Security
in South Asia”

The last conference in 2013 was titled as “Matrix of Regional and National Security in South
Asia”, was held on 18 – 19 December 2013 at Islamabad Marriot Hotel, Islamabad.
The conference focused on the theme that despite a relatively poor region, South Asia
stands prominent in the international security architecture and shifting dynamics of global
power. India’s burgeoning economy, it’s one of the world’s largest armed forces and growing
military power is driven from its ambitions to be the leading South Asian great-power. It has
the fastest pace of acquiring conventional arms and a rapidly expanding nuclear weapons
capability. The Indo-US strategic partnership is being interpreted as the “defining partnership
of the 21st Century.” Pakistan is embroiled in the global war on terror (GWOT) which has
penetrated in the body-politics of its Western regions, especially FATA and KPK, and
Karachi in the South. Poor governance and law and order situation, and economic instability
undermine its political system. On the other hand it maintains one of the leading military
strengths and an expanding nuclear weapons capability. The prospects of drawdown of the
ISAF (US and NATO) forces from Afghanistan have slowed and have generated new
undercurrents in the South, West and Central Asian politics. Iran nuclear deal with the major
powers is a very significant development to affect the future of regional security.
The conference discussed the strategic dynamics and political landscape of South Asia
that was likely to emerge on the horizon around the year 2014. A complete change of top
leadership and political hierarchy in China and Pakistan was expected to generate new
fissures. Elections were held in India in 2014 which brought Narrendra Modi in power that
induced major changes in the Indian decision-making echelons. All these inherently
interactive changes will profoundly impact upon the regional politics, national security and
strategic dynamics of South Asia. Important variables in the altering the regional landscape
i.e., the US bilateral and multilateral relations with India, Pakistan and China influenced the
regional dynamics and strategic power equilibrium in and around the South Asia region.
These undercurrents of forthcoming changes are going to be the primary focus on South
Asian regional security. Equally significant determinants in the geo-political environment
around Iran and Afghanistan reconstituted its strategic scenario after the US/NATO’s policy
to drawdown their forces out of Afghanistan slowed and the outcome of Afghan elections in
2014.
In his presentation, Lt. Gen (Retd) Syed Muhammad Owais linked peace in the region to
peace in Afghanistan. To achieve this goal, proxy wars in Afghanistan would have to be
ended and the decision on US-Afghan Border Security Agreement needed to be reached. He
also called for resumption of Pak-India Composite Dialogue for addressing the outstanding
issues between the two countries and urged India to end coercive diplomacy.
Executive Director of the Centre for Research and Security Studies (CRSS), Imtiaz Gul,
alleged that conflicting interests of regional and extra-regional powers, the failure of social
programs to change the tribal nature of Afghanistan and perceptions about the US
unilateralism were keeping the region unsettled. He feared that the region would remain
volatile and mired in security crisis until and unless Pakistan and India disengaged from their
proxies and synergized their strategies on Kashmir and Afghanistan.
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He expressed the hope that shifting dynamics and emerging power alignment in the
South Asia region would help in surmounting the political obstacles for mutual cooperation.
Pakistan’s national security dilemma is particularly critical which needs a deeper and
dispassionate analysis as it directly and indirectly affected not only the South Asian regional
security but international stability.
Ambassador Arif Kamal stated in session I, that Tehran’s nuclear deal with the West
could provide a stepping stone for a broader agreement between the two sides. He saw the
timing of the deal as very critical and believed that it could provide relief to sanction-hit Iran,
which in turn could adopt a more assertive posture in its regional dealings. Mr. Kamal said
that Iran’s increased assertiveness could affect Islamabad-Tehran ties. But, he warned
Islamabad against entering into a conflict with Iran.
Former Amb. Khalid Khattak highlighted that convergences have increased between
Pakistan and Russia but the two countries have failed to translate their relations into tangible
form because of ‘sluggish bureaucracies’ in the two countries. In addition he said that Russia
was interested in economic interventions in South Asia by promoting energy, trade and
communication links.
Johan Sorensen, Head of Political, Trade and Communication section at the Delegation
of the European Union said the EU continues to be a major trade actor in South Asia and
fostering trade between the EU and countries in the region as well as intra-regional trade
could play a major role in enhancing stability and security.
In his keynote address Lt. Gen. (Retd) Naeem Khalid Lodhi highlighted that the future
Afghan political dispensation could be hostile towards Pakistan. Being a frontline state in
War on Terror, Extra Regional Forces (ERF) have already undertaken ingress in Pakistan.
Regional states and ERF have an existential force capability in the geographical proximity of
Pakistan, which must not be ignored. Two factors, namely political stability and economic
strength are key solution of Pakistan’s security calculus.
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Diplomats, retired generals and journalists examined the core questions on the future of
the region after 2014 position of the coalition forces from Afghanistan. The audience
suggested various alternative policies for reducing Pakistan’s vulnerabilities in the rapidly
changing regional and global environment.

B. Roundtables with Foreign Scholars
During the period under review following delegations visited the SVI and held
Roundtable discussions in the areas of their expertise.
i.

23rd April 2013
A US delegation visited the SVI and a roundtable discussion on the area of Strategic
Cooperation between the US and Pakistan was held at Islamabad Club on 23rd April
2013.
The foreign and national participants of the roundtable were:
US Delegation
a. Dr. Peter Lavoy, Acting Assistant Secretary for Defence (Asia–Pacific)
b. Mr. Tom Greenwood
c. Mr. Tim Lenderking
d. Lt. Col. Mr. Mel White
e. Mr. Konstantin Dubrovsky
f. Lt.col. Ms. Cainaz Vakharia
Pakistani Delegation
g. Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema
h. Mr. Ross Masood Hussain
i. Lt. Gen (R) Syed Owais
j. Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal
k. Col. Zahir Kazmi
l. Mr. Nasurullah Brohi
m. Ms. Sahdia Janjua
Discussion
The discussion primarily focused on nuclear non-proliferation and Pakistan’s role in its
support. The US delegation frequently raised the issue of Pakistan’s policy on prospective
FMCT in the Conference on Disarmament (CD) which was emphatically explained by the
SVI delegation that unless the disparity of existing fissile material stockpiles was taken
into account, Pakistan’s position on the FMCT is expected to remain the same as it is
today. Various aspects of the strategic and deterrence stability in South Asia were frankly
discussed by both the delegations.

ii.

23rd May2013
A Danish Delegation visited the SVI and had an in-house discussion on the areas of
terrorism and nuclear non-proliferation regime on 23rd May2013.
The foreign and national participants of the roundtable were:
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Danish Delegation
a. Steen (Bornholdt Andersen) Colonel Defence Attaché Royal Danish Embassy,
Islamabad
b. Mr. Martin Harrow, Head of Branch at Danish Ministry of Defense
c. Mr. Talat Siddiqi
d. Mr. Qasim Sikandar
Pakistani Delegation
e. Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema
f. Mr. Talha Mehmood
g. Mr. Nasurullah Brohi
h. Mr. Ahmad Khan
i. Ms. Sahdia Janjua
Discussion
The main discussion interest of the Danish delegation was terrorism in Pakistan’s
Western regions, especially FATA and its implication for the regional security on which
each side explained its concerns and viewpoints.
iii.

28th October 2013

A US delegation visited the SVI and a roundtable discussion was held on the areas of USPakistan Relation; Meeting of PM Nawaz Sharif with President Barak Obama and South
Asian Nuclear Issues held on 28th October 2013.
The foreign and national participants of the roundtable were:
US Delegation
a. Dr Peter Lavoy (Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defence)
b. Lt Col Joseph R. Clearfield (Military Assistant)
c. Dr Thomas Green (Director of Pakistan at Pentagon
d. Christine Smith
e. Eric Wechtler
Pakistani Delegation
f. Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema
g. Col. (r) Muhammad Bilal
h. Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal
i. Mr. Nasurullah Brohi
j. Ms. Beenish Altaf
k. Ms. Maria Naseer
Discussion
The US delegation’s primary interest was seeking Pakistani views on the prospects of the
introduction of tactical nuclear weapons by India and Pakistan and their impact on
deterrence stability in South Asia. The SVI delegation was requested to prepare a nonpaper on reasserting Pakistan’s role in the non-proliferation regime.
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Research and Analyses Activities of SVI
A. SVI Research Publications
i.
a.

ii.
a.

b.
c.
iii.
i.

SVI Book:
Zafar Iqbal Cheema and Beenish Altaf (ed.), Shifting Dynamics and
Emerging Power Equilibrium in South and Central Asia around post-2014
(Islamabad: Strategic Vision Institute, 2013).
Research Papers:
Dr. Z.I. Cheema, “Revisiting Nuclear Deterrence and Strategic Stability in
the shadow of TNWs”, in Shifting Dynamics and Emerging Power
Equilibrium in South and Central Asia around post-2014, ed. by Dr. Z.I.
Cheema (Islamabad: Strategic Vision Institute, 2013).
Ahmad Khan, “Safety and Security of Pakistan’s Nuclear Program,” NAYS emagazine, No. 3, February-April 2013.
Beenish Altaf, “Pakistan-Russia Rapprochement and Current Geo-Politics,”
IPRI Journal 13, no. 1 (winter 2013).
Book Review:
Beenish Altaf, "The Impact of Privatization on Pakistan,” Journal of
Contemporary Studies 2, no.1 (Summer 2013)

B. Input of SVI Scholars in Print Media
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.

Ahmad Khan, “The Fall of Cold Start theory,” Frontier Post, February 20,
2013.
Beenish Altaf, “Pakistan's National Strategic Policy,” Pakistan Observer,
February 23, 2013.
Beenish Altaf, "Strategic Security in South Asia,” Frontier Post, March 2,
2013.
Beenish Altaf, “Strategic Trends in Indo-Pak Relations,” Weekly Pulse,
March 8, 2013.
Ahmad Khan, “The Morality of Nuclear Bomb,” Frontier Post, March 9,
2013.
Nasurullah Brohi, “The Rationality Behind (IP) Decision,” Frontier Post,
March 17, 2013.
Ahmad Khan, “The New Medium of Warfare,” Pakistan ka Khuda Hafiz,
March 22, 2013.
Ahmad Khan, “The End of Cold Start Doctrine,” Open Security UK, April
10, 2013.
Nasurullah Brohi, “Beholding the Deterrence,” Frontier Post, April 12, 2013.
Beenish Altaf, “Jeopardy over Korean Peninsula,” Frontier Post, April 17,
2013.
Beenish Altaf, “On the Way to Tomorrow,” Diplomatic Insight, Volume 6,
May 2013.
Beenish Altaf, "Smoking Gun from Korean Peninsula," Pakistan Observer,
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xiii.
xiv.
xv.
xvi.
xvii.
xviii.
xix.
xx.
xxi.
xxii.
xxiii.
xxiv.
xxv.
xxvi.
xxvii.
xxviii.
xxix.
xxx.
xxxi.

2013 - 2015

May 9, 2013.
Beenish Altaf, “On the Way to Tomorrow,” Monthly Diplomatic Insight,
May, 2013.
Ahmad Khan, “Perilous Road Towards Progress,” Frontier Post, May 11,
2013.
Beenish Altaf, “Maintaining Balance in the Region,” Frontier Post, May 31,
2013.
Beenish Altaf, “Yearning Desire for Stable Afghanistan,” Pakistan Observer,
June 21, 2013.
Ahmad Khan, “False Spring in Turkey,” Weekly Pulse, June 26, 2013.
Beenish Altaf, "Pakistan’s Attempt for Afghanistan peace," Daily Times, July
4, 2013.
Beenish Altaf, "Global Regime and Indian NSG Ambitions," Pakistan
Observer, July 12, 2013.
Ahmad Khan, “Countering Cold Start with Azm-e-Nau,” Pak Tea House,
July 18, 2013.
Beenish Altaf, "Indo-US Accord and Pakistan," Eurasia Review, August 20,
2013.
Ahmad Khan, “A Tribute to Gen Janjua’s Leadership,” PKKH.tv, August 23,
2013.
Ahmad Khan, “Iranian Nuclear Breakout,” Frontier Post, August 30, 2013.
Beenish Altaf, "Indo-US accord and Pakistan," Pakistan Observer,
September 4, 2013.
Ahmad Khan, “Myth of One versus Ten”, Pak Tribune, September 9, 2013.
Beenish Altaf, "US’ Role in Syrian crisis," Pakistan Observer, October2,
2013.
Ahmad Khan, “Report on Safety and Security of Pakistan Nuclear Program,”
Pak Tea House, October 30, 2013.
Beenish Altaf, "Pak-Salvo Missile to Deter Indian-Cold Start Doctrine,"
Frontier Post, November 6, 2013.
Beenish Altaf “A Warm Response to Cold Start," Weekly Pulse, November
18, 2013.
Beenish Altaf, "India-Pakistan and Tactical Nuclear Weapons: Implications
of Hatf-9," Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies," November 12, 2013.
Ahmad Khan, “The Wizards of Langley: Inside CIA’s Directorate of Science
and Technology,” Pak Tea House, December 8, 2013.

C. Input of SVI Scholars in Electronic Media
SVI scholars have also contributed to the creation of an academic culture by active
participation in electronic media.
i.

Program:
Date:
Time:

Dateline Pakistan
January 31, 2013
1835 hrs
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Studio Guest:

Pakistan US Relations (US Needs Pakistan’s Cooperation:
Commentary on the US Ambassador Richard Olson’s speech at
the ISSI.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

ii.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Dateline Pakistan
February 15, 2013
1830 hrs
Pakistan Iran Gas Pipeline
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

iii.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

PTV World English Channel
March 2, 2013
1830 hrs
IP Gas Project
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

iv.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Dateline Pakistan
March 12, 2013
1830 hrs
Pakistan’s Ballistic Missiles
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

v.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

PTV World
March 23, 2013
2000 hrs
President’s statement on Iran-Pakistan Gas Pipeline
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

vi.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Dateline Pakistan
April 4, 2013
1835 hrs
North Korea Approves Nuclear Strike on US
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

vii.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Dateline Pakistan, PTV World
July 7, 2013
1700-1745 hrs
Pak-China: Visit of PM to China
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

viii.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:

Views on News, PTV World
July 19, 2013
1400-1500hrs
PM Advisor on Nuclear Studies and Foreign Affairs Mr. Sartaj
Aziz: Visit to Kabul
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

Topic:

Studio Guest:
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ix.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Dateline, PTV World
August 1, 2013
1630 hrs
Pak-US Relations: visit of John Kerry
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

x.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Views on News, PTV World
August 21, 2013
1400 hrs
India-Pakistan Relations
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

xi.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Russian TV
September 06, 2013
1630 hrs
Afghan Crisis (Washington post Report)
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

xii.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Dateline, PTV World
October 01, 2013
1700 hrs
India-Pakistan Relations: meeting of PM
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

xiii.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Dateline, PTV World
October 26, 2013
1700 hrs
PM visit to the US
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

xiv.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Express
October 27, 2013
2100 hrs
Kal Tak by Javed Chaudhry
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

xv.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Views on News, PTV World
November 1, 2013
2200 hrs
Talks on TTP
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

xvi.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Nukta-e-Aitraaz, PTV World
December 03, 2013
2100 hrs
TTP and Terrorism
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

2013 - 2015
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xvii.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Views on News, PTV World
November 05, 2013
1700 hrs
Pakistan NASR test
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

xviii.

Program:
Date:
Time:
Topic:
Studio Guest:

Newsline by Maryum Chaudhry, PTV World
November 28, 2013
1700 hrs
TTP, Drones
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema

D. Foreign Visits
i.
ii.

Mr. Talha Mehmood, former Research Fellow, participated in an International one
week Workshop of NATO School, Baku, Azerbaijan.
Ms. Sobia Paracha, Research Fellow, has joined the fellowship by the US
Department of State for the Technical Nuclear Safety and Security Scholarship
Program (TNSSSP) and is attending the Centre for International Trade and
Security at the University of Georgia. This fellowship was for the time period
starting from 02 January till 30 May 2014.

E. Participation by SVI Scholars in Seminars/Conferences
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.
vii.

viii.

Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President/Executive Director presented “Role of
Nuclear Deterrence in South Asia Confrontation in Terms of Nuclear Deterrence
in South Asia”, in the workshop on “Defence, Deterrence & Nuclear Weapons”
organized by Center for International Strategic Studies (CISS) in collaboration
with The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) on 7 March 2013.
Mr. Ahmad Khan, Research Associate and Ms. Beenish Altaf, Research
Associate attended the workshop on “Defence, Deterrence & Nuclear Weapons”
organized by Center for International Strategic Studies (CISS) in collaboration
with The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) on 7 March 2013.
Ms. Beenish Altaf attended IPRI In-house Seminar on “Pakistan-China
Economic Relations with special focus on Thar Coal, Kashgar Economic Zone
and Gwadar Sea Port” on 13 March 2013.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema presented “Need for Pakistan’s Integration in
International Community,” in the conference titled “Pakistan and Peaceful Uses
of Nuclear Energy” organized by Center for International Strategic Studies
(CISS) on Tuesday, 19 March 2013.
Mr. Ahmad Khan attended the Conference titled “Pakistan and Peaceful Uses of
Nuclear Energy,” organized by Center for International Strategic Studies (CISS)
on 19 March 2013.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema presented “Revisiting Nuclear Deterrence and Strategic
Stability in the shadow of TNWs” on SVI Inaugural Conference, 17 April 2013.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, Mr. Nasurullah Brohi, and Ms. Beenish Altaf, attended
IPRI In-house Seminar on “Geopolitical and Economic Imperatives of IPI and
TAPI Gas Pipelines” on 18 April 2013.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema presented paper on the title “Nuclear Pakistan: The
Strategic Dimension,” in session 5 of the Islamabad Literature Festival on 30
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ix.
x.

xi.

xii.

xiii.

xiv.

xv.

2013 - 2015

April - 1 May 2013.
Mr. Ahmad Khan attended Islamabad Literature Festival on 30 April - 1 May
2013.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema presented “Evolving Indian Doctrinal Thinking and
Pakistan’s Threat Perception” on the conference on “Contours of Emerging
international Nuclear Order: Challenges and Options” organized by Center for
International Strategic Studies (CISS) on 19 June 2013.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema chaired a session in the “Joint International Workshop
on Deterrence Stability in South Asia,” organized by Center for International
Strategic Studies (CISS) and Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
(CEIP) on Wednesday 23 October 2013.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema chaired, “Nuclear Security” in the conference on
“Energy Crises and Nuclear Safety and Security of Pakistan” organized by
Strategic Vision Institute (SVI) and Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS), 27-28
November 2013 Marriott Hotel, Islamabad.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema chaired, “Conventional Threats to Pakistan’s National
Security,” in the conference on “Matrix of Regional and National Security in
South Asia, and Its Post-2014 Dynamics” organized by Strategic Vision Institute
(SVI) and Konrad-Adenauer Stiftung (KAS)18-19 December 2013, Marriott
Hotel, Islamabad.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema was the distinguish speaker on the discussion on
“Models of Deterrence, and Strategic Stability”, organized by Department of
Strategic and Nuclear Studies at National Defence University on 5 December
2013.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema presented “US and the South Asian Security,” in the
conference on “Matrix of Regional and National Security in South Asia, and Its
Post-2014 Dynamics” organized by Strategic Vision Institute (SVI) and KonradAdenauer-Stiftung (KAS) on 18-19 December2013, Marriott Hotel, Islamabad.
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Overview of SVI Major Events
A. Conferences/Seminars
A brief description of the SVI Conferences is as under:

i.

Role of Media and Pakistan’s National Security Discourse

SVI organized its first one day conference of the year 2014 on “Role of Media and Pakistan’s
National Security Discourse” in collaboration with Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS), held
on March 31, 2014 at Serena Hotel, Islamabad.
The conference theme outlined that
media as fourth pillar of the state plays a
crucial role in the development and
dissemination of its national security
discourse. It acts as a prism through which
the thought process of nation is reflected.
Pakistani media, like the political
discourse in the country remained divided
and directionless which also lacked a
public consensus on vital national security
interests, especially on highly important
issue of negotiation process with the
Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) in Tribal
Areas, and to an extent with India as well.
An important segment of national media
supported lines of division that were less
issue based, but more sectarian, ethnic, and
parochial in nature, e.g. projecting view
point of ultra-right and Islamist political
parties in favor of negotiation with TTP.
Similarly, there were profound differences
on the process of negotiations with India.

Important echelons of the polity, both from
the
politico-military
establishment,
remained sharply divided on the vitally
important issues of peace, disputed region
of Kashmir, water crisis and national
security.
The national security discourse in
Pakistan suggests that the media is not
only independent and enjoying complete
freedom of expression, but takes undue
advantages of uncensored freedom of
expression, and it lacks a nationally agreed
upon code of ethics, with minor
exceptions. A dominant part of the media
lacks professional expertise on vitally
important issues of economy, strategic
stability and national security. There is
hardly a satisfactory understanding of
strategic disciplines like relationship
between peace and conflict management of
conflicts until resolution, and role of
diplomacy in intricate contentious issues.
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Dr.
Zafar
Iqbal
Cheema
President/Executive Director SVI said that
there is a lack of sound narrative on
national security discourse. Media today is
no more a media but an industry. He
recommended that media should show
more maturity on the coverage of issues
related to national security. He stressed
that it is the responsibility of media to help
in formulating the national security
discourse, which he explained, is a
framework in which national security is
being practiced. Mr. Zahid Hussain, Senior
Journalist and Analyst articulated that the
country is now confronting multiple
challenges of terrorism, violent extremism,
and low-intensity conflicts, which makes it
more urgent to evolve a holistic and
overarching National Security Strategy.
Dr. Minhas Majeed, Professor, Department
of International Relations, Peshawar

terms have been widely used in the public
discourse in Pakistan but he being one of
the pioneers of this free for all Media
simply does not know the exact definition
of journalism, and also the difference
between
journalism
and
mass
communication.

University, believed that the events of 9/11
brought dramatic changes not only in the
foreign policy of Pakistan but also
drastically disturbed overall security
scenario of the region. Dr. Shahid Masood,
Senior Journalist and Current Affairs
Analyst said that the existing journalistic

that the role of media about relationship
between India and Pakistan has to be very
objective, and all issues related to the
bilateral relations should be addressed with
profound care. Mr. Ahmer Bilal Soofi,
Advocate Supreme Court of Pakistan and
President
Research
Society
of

Former Ambassador to the US, Sherry
Rehman during her keynote address,
expressed that media enjoyed freedom of
expression and it does play its role in
formulating national security architecture
where it can. She added that media always
supported national security discourse at the
time of distress but, at present, media is
under huge stress. Barrister Mehreen
Khan, Public Policy Analyst and TV
Broadcaster, discussed the importance of
biasness in media reporting. Lt. Gen.
(Retd.) Syed Muhammad Owais stressed
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International Law, argued that the state
institutions has legal obligations to take
action against those who glorify and incite
terrorism in media. Secretary Defence Lt.
Gen. (Retd.) Asif Yaseen Malik hoped that
with the passage of time media persons

ii.

2013 - 2015

would learn from their mistakes. He
expressed the need to bolster trust between
the government and the media. He opined
that the lack of trust has created distance
among the both.

Three days Capacity Building Workshop/Seminar

Three days workshop cum seminar series titled “Nuclear Non-Proliferation: Challenges and
Prospects” held on June 24-26, 2014 at Islamabad Club, was organized to impart education
and training to mid-career civil and military officers, academicians, and media persons. The
topics covered under the above title were: peaceful uses of nuclear technology, nonproliferation regime: problems and prospects, and nuclear safety and security. In the prelunch sessions, prominent professional experts and distinguished academic scholars delivered
papers and presentations for participants of the workshop and selected guests invited from the
Islamabad intelligentsia. The post-lunch sessions were followed by simulation exercises,
student presentations and evaluation.

The workshop theme suggested that
despite an almost universal adherence to
the NPT, the Non-Proliferation Regime
continues to face multiple challenges. The
gradual addition of nuclear weapon states
beyond the P-5 e.g. India, Israel, Pakistan,
and more recently North Korea, is not
only by itself considered a very serious
challenge but raises the specter of further
rise of nuclear weapon states. This specter
in turn creates hurdles in the development

and transfer of nuclear technology for
‘even’ exclusively peaceful purposes and
undermines the objectives of the Article
IV of the NPT. The Non-Nuclear Weapons
States (NNWS) despite their continued and
sincere adherence to the NPT are not only
complaining about non-realization of the
aims of article IV, but also feel
disappointed on failures in the field of
nuclear disarmament as visualized in the
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article VI of the NPT.
The discriminatory and preferential
practices by NWS members of the NPT
e.g. clandestine support for Israel’s nuclear
weapons
capability
and
special
arrangements for India under the IndiaUnited States Strategic Partnership
undermines the aims of the NPT. It has
raised a lot of questions on the credibility
of NSG and development of nuclear
technology for peaceful purposes as well.
A host of other challenges are being
grappled within the Nuclear Security
Summit’s agenda. The safety of nuclear
materials, facilities and terrorism are some

iii.

2013 - 2015

of the challenges being prioritized at the
NSS forum. NSS meeting at Washington
D.C., Seoul and more recently The Hague
focused on protection of nuclear materials,
Convention on Physical Protection of
Nuclear Material (CPPNM), Nuclear
Terrorism, Global Initiative to Combat
Nuclear Terrorism (GICNT), and Nuclear
Security and Safety.
The successful participants of the SVI
capacity building workshop were awarded
with the certificates from SVI, presented
by Mr. Khalid Banuri, the Keynote
Speaker and Chief Guest of the workshop.

One Day Seminar: Indian Aggressive Posture and Dangers of
Escalation

SVI’s seminar titled, “Indian Aggressive Posture and Dangers of Escalation” was held on
November 13, 2014 at Islamabad Club, Islamabad. The seminar was organized in a timely
manner to address the primary issue that can pose serious threat to the security and integrity
of Pakistan.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema stated that
Pakistan is not under an immediate threat from
India. He elaborated that the purpose of this
seminar is to assess the potential of the new
Government of India, led by Narrendra Modi,
to bring changes in its domestic and foreign
policy including Kashmir policy. He also
referred to the
manifesto of BJP,
wherein it is stated
that BJP would
amend the Article
370
of
the
Constitution
of
India. Mr. Khalid
Banuri,
DG,
ACDA, SPD as
chair of the session
introduced various
dimensions of the
subject
and

speakers of the session. Dr. Pervaiz Iqbal
Cheema being the first speaker; spoke on
“Dangers of Conventional Escalation”. He
said that one major reason of escalation is
threat perception & threat misperception from
the enemy that may lead to escalation. The
second reason is the imbalance of
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conventional military capabilities, which can
prompt a relatively stronger adversary to
escalate against Pakistan due to the large
conventional military asymmetry. He said that
India is perceived as the strong power of
South Asia. The third reason for escalation is
the existence of Kashmir dispute between
India and Pakistan, which is unlikely to be
resolved. Fourth reason of escalation is the

2013 - 2015

hegemonic pursuits by India. He said that
India is committed to acquire hegemony in
South Asia. He concluded by saying that the
shadows of escalation will prevail over
Pakistan as long the Kashmir issue remains
unresolved. He added that the same can only
be resolved by way of sincere, assertive and
firm commitment by the international
community.

.

iv.

Two Day National Conference: Flashpoints of South Asian Security: A
Review of Political and Security Architecture in South Asia

Conference titled as “Flashpoints of South Asian Security: A Review of Political and Security
Architecture in South Asia” was held on December 8-9, 2014 at Serena Hotel, Islamabad.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President SVI, welcomed the distinguished guests and speakers while
introducing the format and modalities of the two days scholastic exercise. Dr. Cheema, at the very
outset, highlighted the profound structural changes took place in the politics of South Asia in last
three years. He stated that the major players of South Asian region have undergone political
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leadership changes especially in terms of foreign and security policies. He then stated that the agenda
of the conference is to discuss the South Asia’s unstable political dispensation and fragile security
architecture that gave rise to worries of violent escalation in the region. The intensification of
hostilities along the Line of Control and Working Boundary during the past few months and
cancellation of bilateral Foreign Secretaries talks by India were symptoms of the enduring
complexity of the Pak-India hostile labyrinth.
In his address as a Chief Guest, Former Foreign Secretary, Shamshad Ahmad said that peace
with India cannot be achieved by compromising on principled positions on Kashmir and other
contentious issues. He said that India wanted to keep Pakistan under relentless pressure to force a
settlement of Kashmir issue on its own (Indian) terms. He voiced his fear that the government was in
a hurry to make peace with India. “Peace that they want will not come by compromising on our
principled positions”. Talking about Afghanistan, Mr. Ahmad said that India cannot be allowed to
jeopardize Pakistan’s vital interests in Afghanistan. He feared an India-Pakistan proxy war in post2014 Afghanistan could have perilous security implications for the region and the rest of the world.
In his keynote address Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema said that there is no immediate military threat to

Pakistan from India. He noted that the country possessed enough conventional and strategic
capabilities to deal with any challenge. The major challenge, he said, was socio-economic in nature
and was very acute. He added that it is more of a question of managing the economy, which has long
been massively mismanaged. Dr. Cheema emphasized that the political leadership needed to act
together for dealing with the dilemma country is facing.
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B. In-House Seminars
i.

Role of Media in Regional Stability of South Asia

“Political Dynamics of Afghanistan,” held on March 12, 2014.
Chair
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President/Executive Director SVI
Guest Speakers
David Lehman, Senior Policy Officer, South-West Asia, Canadian
Foreign Office, Canada.
Nicholas Thomas, Canadian Defence Advisor, Canadian High
Commission, Pakistan
Discussants
Ambassador Ali Sarwar Naqvi, Executive Director, CISS
Lt. Gen (Retd.) Syed Muhammad Owais

Discussion
The discussion primarily focused on the role of media in presenting India and Pakistan relations.
David Lehman’s point of concern was to identify the role of media which created a confused
situation for overall world. Dr. Cheema argued that although the media propagates issues in an
entirely different manner and manipulates the situation but with the passage of time, people of
these countries have learnt much, and wants peace and stability in the region. He further added
that people of Pakistan do not want their country to be involved in the conventional or nonconventional arms race, which is also realized by the government. . He stressed that through arms
race, peaceful solution to the problems of Pakistan and India can’t be possible. Mr. David said
that Canada desires a peaceful solution of all the issues between India and Pakistan as both states
are nuclear powers. He said that any proliferation in conventional and particularly in nuclear field
will create power imbalance in the region and will also trigger a new arms race between Pakistan
and India. Canadian Delegation also showed keen interest in the peace talks between Pakistan
and TTP leadership. Dr. Cheema and honorable members of the delegation opined that Pakistan
and India are two rival nations and the only way to establish peace is to control the negative
media campaigns in both countries.
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Perspectives on Contemporary Regional Security Dynamics

An In-House Seminar titled “Perspectives on Contemporary Regional Security
Dynamics” was held on May 7, 2014.
Chair
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema
Guest Speaker
Dr. Oliver Meier (German Scholar)
Discussants
Dr. Zulfqar Khan and Mr. Kamran Shafi

Discussion
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema described the agenda of the discussion. He initiated the
discussion by saying that as a result of 2013 elections held in Pakistan, PPP has been
replaced by the Muslim League (N). The previous government (PPP) was the first
government of Pakistan who has completed its 5 year tenure. The democratic
transformation has started working here in Pakistan. Now, the electoral process has
started also in Afghanistan and India, where Pakistan has its concerns about their impact
on its national security. Dr. Cheema noted the recent statement of L.K. Advani, the
prominent Indian leader that “there is new power reality in the region and Pakistan should
forget Kashmir” as offensive and provoking. Dr. Cheema said that such kind of
statements can adversely affect the India-Pakistan relations.
Talking about the Indo-US civil nuclear deal Dr. Cheema said that the five NWS had
agreed not to transfer "nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices" and "not in
any way to assist, encourage, or induce" a Non-Nuclear Weapon State (NNWS) to
acquire nuclear weapons under Article-I of the NPT. India is a Non-NWS, so trading
sensitive material to India is a violation of NPT. Dr. Cheema questioned the legitimacy of
special exemptions for India under the nuclear deal. Moreover, German Scholar, Dr.
Oliver Meier shed light upon the situation of Ukrainian-Russian Crisis. He was of the
view that the situation can affect the strategic stability of other neighboring countries as
well. While discussing the Ukraine crisis, he said that Russian actions constituted the
violation of the security assurances under Budapest Memorandum that could have
implications on other regions. The US, Russian Federation, and the UK went through the
1994 Budapest Memorandum and affirmed their commitment to Ukraine to respect the
independence, sovereignty, and existing borders of Ukraine in return for its decision to
accede to the treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons (NPT) as a non-nuclearweapon state.
Dr. Meier said that the Ukraine crisis could affect the push for removal of the
remaining tactical weapons from the Europe and could also force changes in missile
defense system originally planned for threats from Iran and Syria. The speakers felt that
developments in Ukraine that had given up its nuclear weapons could cause sense of
insecurity among the other non-nuclear weapon states.
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Contemporary Pakistan-Russia Bilateral Relations

The In-House seminar titled “Contemporary Pakistan-Russia Bilateral Relation”, was
held on May 23, 2014.
Chair
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema
Guest Speaker
Dr. Andrey N. Shablin, Deputy Political Counselor, Embassy
of Russian Federation, Islamabad.
Discussants
Amb. (Retd.) Khalid Khatak
Lt. Gen. (Retd.) Syed Muhammad Owais
Discussion
Russia has joint political-consultation mechanism on bilateral, regional and international
matters as well as on strategic stability. In order to maintain the spirit of brotherly
relations among the two countries, it has been decided to establish Pakistan-Russia
Economic Forum. Inter-Governmental Commission (IGC) on trade, economic, scientific
and technical cooperation between Russia and Pakistan was created to aid the
development of mutual cooperation. Meanwhile, he noted that there are some unresolved
financial issues concerning free trade agreement and regularization of Pakistani state debt
to Russia. Pakistan and Russia are cooperating on some possible Projects like
Muzaffargarh Thermal Power Station, Pakistan Steel Mill, and LNG (3.5 million ton
LNG per year) etc. He quoted President Vladimir Putin saying that “Pakistan today is not
only an important trade economic partner of Russia but also most important Russian
partner in South Asia and in the Islamic world”. Dr. Shablin said that we can discuss the
relations under three main aspects; strategic, defence collaboration, and civil-nuclear
cooperation. Talking about civil nuclear technology, he added, it Mr. Andrey N. Shablin,
the Chief Guest of the In-House Seminar, said that Pakistan and is possible although
CTBT and FMCT are the hurdles but the important thing is that Pakistan and Russia share
good understanding. On Defence collaboration, he added that MI35 are the defensive
helicopters and Pakistan is using it to encounter terrorism; Pakistan has made a request to
acquire this technology from Russia.

C. Roundtable Discussions with Foreign Scholars
During 2014 following Roundtable Discussions with the foreign scholars/delegations
were conducted in their areas of expertise during their visits at SVI.

i.

Insurgency in Afghanistan: TTP, Haqqani Network and Pakistan-US
Role in Regional Stability
“Insurgency in Afghanistan: TTP, Haqqani Network and Pakistan-US Role in Regional
Stability,” was held on March 18, 2014.

Danish Delegation
a. Steen Bornholdt Andersen
Islamabad.
b. Mr. Martin Harrow

Colonel Defence Attaché Royal Danish Embassy,

Head of Branch, Danish Ministry of Defence.

Pakistani Delegation
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema
Air Cdre. (Retd.) Khalid Iqbal
Ms. Farzana Siddiqui
Mr. Nasurullah Brohi
Ms. Beenish Altaf
Mr. Ahmad Khan
Mr. Jawad Warraich
Ms. Shahzadi Tooba
Ms. Ammarah Rabbani Rao

2013 - 2015

President/Executive Director SVI
Consultant IPRI
Research Fellow CISS
Research Fellow, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI

Discussion
The focus of discussion was TTP, Haqqani Network, and Pak-US role in the regional
stability. Danish team was interested to know the chances of success of the present
negotiations between government of Pakistan and TTP leadership. Dr. Cheema explained
the strategic importance of Pakistan and threats to its national security by armed groups of
TTP through different means. He said government is of clear view that whosoever has
intentions to challenge the state writ whether TTP, American Afghan Taliban (AAT) or
Haqqani group; they would be dealt with iron hand rather than any clemency. Lt. Gen.
(Retd.) Syed Muhammad Owais elaborated on the current situation of peace talks with
Taliban by Government of Pakistan. He explained that Pakistan Army has full capability
to launch operation in North Waziristan but the consensus among the political authorities
and all stake holders in this regard is not an easy task. He further said that post operation
scenario will also be very difficult for the government like handling of IDPs etc.

ii.

Future of Energy in Pakistan and its Viable Options
“Future of Energy in Pakistan and its Viable Options,” was held on April 2, 2014.

Guest Speaker
a. Kara De Castro

The US Energy Attaché in Pakistan
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Pakistani Delegation
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema
Ms. Huma Rehman
Mr. Nasurullah Brohi
Ms. Ammarah Rabbani Rao
Ms. Beenish Altaf
Mr. Jawad Warraich
Ms. Shahzadi Tooba
Mr. Ahmad Khan

President/Executive Director SVI
Research Fellow, CISS
Research Fellow, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI

Discussion
The energy deficit/crisis in Pakistan has topped in its major issues and challenges to
Pakistan and is now being treated as a national security issue of the country. The total
mounted capacity for power generation by public and private sector is not enough even
for the running time period. Pakistan’s current power supply capacity cannot catch up
with the power demands that continue to increase years after years. These circumstances
made the public to accept the scheduled and un-scheduled power outages for un-limited
hours. It is not only immense loss for the industrial sector but is also causing unemployment and inflation.
The In-House Seminar was aimed to shed light on various options for energy
generation and its implications on security sector. Dr. Cheema started the discussion by
elaborating on the strategic importance of Pakistan’s energy security cooperation with the
US. He put forward the option of civil nuclear energy which is vital to drop off the energy
crisis. Due to the advance and recycling capacity of civil nuclear technology, it is a most
viable energy resource especially for a nuclear country. Ms. Castro believed that the
concerns about energy security are now at the forefront of many current debates on
energy policy, profoundly influencing the way decision-makers think about a range of
issues from national and economic security to international diplomacy.
The discussion turned on the point that that the tightening of global energy markets in
recent years has led energy consuming nations to realize how dependent they are on
energy exporting nations that may not share their security concerns. This sense of
uncertainty is deepened by the knowledge that many of the exporters are acutely
vulnerable to a variety of disruptions beyond their control. Pakistan is concerned to have
civil nuclear deal with America as it has happened before in South Asia. There are two
main points that emerge, first is the nuclear energy security mechanism, and second is the
delicate relationship between energy importing nations and energy exporting nations. Ms.
Castro agreed that, as far as Pakistan is concerned, Pakistan’s nuclear command and
control system is most powerful mechanism in the world, and relationship between
importing and exporting states have assumed an increasingly important role in
international relations. Therefore, stability of supply and demands has become a national
security issue for both the parties involved. It was also discussed that Pakistan’s national
security imperative encompasses a broader range of concerns than just defence. In
conclusion, Pakistan has demonstrated its resilience to threats and short fall of energy
resources by all means.
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Pakistan and the South Asian Region
“Pakistan and the South Asian Region” A roundtable discussion with KAS Delegation
was held on April 28, 2014.

KAS Delegation
a. Mr. Marc Frings
b. Mr. Ronny Heine
c. Mr. Fawad Haider

Desk Officer, South and Central Asia, KAS, Germany
Resident Representative, KAS
Program Officer, KAS

SVI Delegation
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Mr. Ross Masood Hussain
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema
Mr. Nasurullah Brohi
Ms. Ammarah Rabbani Rao
Ms. Shahzadi Tooba Hussain Syed
Ms. Beenish Altaf
Mr. Jawad Warraich
Mr. Ali Raza

Chairperson SVI
President/Executive Director SVI
Research Fellow, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI
Research Associate, SVI

Discussion
Mr. Marc Frings started the discussion with reference to the internal and external affairs
of Pakistan. He was concerned about the democratic government and electoral process in
South Asia. Talking about another domestic issue, Frings asked that “how would you
analyze the negotiation between TTP and the current Government?” Dr. Cheema replied
that TTP does not accept the constitution of Pakistan so how would you proceed further
to sit with them on the table. When one cannot meet their demands then negotiating with
them would only be a waste of time. The discussion ended with the last question asked by
Mr. Frings that “how Pakistan takes the power change in the South Asian region?” Dr.
Cheema said that from security and external perspective, India is important for Pakistan
and from domestic perspective Afghanistan has got more importance. Pakistan is seeking
to have good relationship with both the countries.
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Research and Analyses Activities of SVI
A. SVI Research Publications
i.

Publication of SVI Book
a. Book titled ”Shifting Dynamics and Emerging Power Equilibrium in South and
Central Asia Around Post-2014” (2nd Edition)
b. Book titled “Energy Crisis and Nuclear Safety and Security.”
c. Book titled “Matrix on Regional and National Security Architecture in South
Asia and its Post-2014 Dynamics.”

ii.

Input of SVI Scholars in Print Media
a. Beenish Altaf, “Lesson from Nuclear Disasters and Karachi N. Plants”, PKKH.
TV, January 13, 2014
b. Beenish Altaf and Ahmad Khan, “In Defence of Nuclear Energy in Pakistan”,
South Asia Monitors, Eurasia Review, February 14, 16, 2014
c. Beenish Altaf and Ahmad Khan, “The Nuclear Energy Debate in Pakistan”,
Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies,” New Delhi, #4316, February 19, 2014
d. Beenish Altaf, “Pakistan–India Relations: ‘Youm-e-Takbeer’ and Maintaining
Balance in Region”, Eurasia Review, May 29, 2014
e. Beenish Altaf, “Nuclear Security Summit and Options for Pakistan,” Pakistan
Observer, July 13, 2014“Forums to Address Regional Piece”, South Asia
Monitors, July 16, 2014.
f. Beenish Altaf, “Use of Nuclear Force-BJP’s Model,” Eurasia Review, July 18,
2014.
g. Beenish Altaf, “BJP’s Nuclear Drive”, Nepal24hours, July 20, 2014.
h. Beenish Altaf, “Nuclear Security: Pakistan Should Take A Frontline Position –
Analysis”, Eurasia Review, July 28, 2014.
i. Nasarullah Brohi, “Global Anarchy and Role of Nuclear Weapons in Foreign
Policy Decision Making”, Eurasia Review, July 29, 2014.
j. Beenish Altaf, “Method for NSG Expansion”, South Asian Voices, August 25,
2014.
k. Nasurullah Brohi, “Why Peace in Afghanistan is Important for Pakistan”, Daily
Outlook Afghanistan, August 27, 2014.
l. Beenish Altaf, “US influence in political transition of South Asia”, Foreign Policy
News, August 27, 2014.
m. Nasurullah Brohi, “The Golden Crescent and Economics of the Terrorism”,
Eurasia Review, August 29, 2014.
n. Shahzadi Tooba, “Revival of Nuclear Power in Japan after Fukushima Incident”,
Brainy Pakistan, September 23, 2014.
o. Nasurullah Brohi, “South Asia's Water Dilemma”, Eurasia Review, September 26,
2014.
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p. Nasurullah Brohi, “Spheres of Influence: The Great powers & Great Games”,
Daily Patriot, September 23, 2014.
q. Nasurullah Brohi, “Finding Friends outside the Circle,” Nepal 24 Hours, October
28, 2014.
r. Nasurullah Brohi, “Understanding The Sensitivity Of The South Asian Region”,
Eurasia Review, October 28, 2014.
s. Shahzadi Tooba, “Coal-Fired Power Plants in Pakistan and the Lurking Risks”,
Nepal 24 Hours, October 31, 2014.
t. Beenish Altaf, “Reliability of Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime”, Nepal 24
Hours, Foreign Policy News, October 29, 2014.
u. Sidra Kyani, “Pakistan needs to remain reluctant to join the U.S.-led anti-IS
coalition”, Foreign Policy News, October 29, 2014.
v. Beenish Altaf, "Regional and Extra-Regional Contours of South Asia," South
Asian Voices, November 1, 2014.
w. Beenish Altaf, "Modi's Adventurism and its Upshots”, Daily Times, November 2,
2014.
x. Saima Afzal, "The US Withdrawal from Afghanistan and Its Post-2014
Implications”, Lahore Times, November 9, 2014,
y. Beenish Altaf, "Modi’s Adventurism and its Upshots”, South Asian Voices,
November 10, 2014.
z. Saima Afzal, "Challenges to National Security”, Pakistan Observer, November
14, 2014.
aa. Saima Afzal, "Challenges to National Security”, Eurasia Review, November 17,
2014.
bb. Ali Raza, "Indian Aggressive Posture May Bring Instability in South Asia”, Nepal
24 Hours, November18, 2014.
cc. Ali Raza and Beenish Altaf, “Shaheen Ballistic Missiles: Equalizing Deterrence”,
Foreign Policy News, November 20, 2014.
dd. Ali Raza and Beenish Altaf, "The Deterrence Equation”, Friday Times, November
21, 2014.
ee. Nasurullah Brohi, "Rethinking a Progressive Democratic Afghanistan”, Eurasia
Review, November 25, 2014.
ff. Shahzadi Tooba, "India and Pakistan’s Growing Tensions and the Eighteenth
SAARC Summit”, Nepal 24 Hours, Foreign Policy News, November 27, 2014.
gg. Sidra Kyani, "Obama’s Call for Global Zero”, Times of Pakistan, November 27,
2014.
hh. Sidra Kyani, Nuclear Terrorism and Pakistan, Nepal 24 Hours, November 27,
2014.
ii. Nasurullah Brohi, "Pak-Russia Relations: Path to SCO Membership”, Foreign
Policy News, November 30, 2014.
jj. Saima Afzal, “Islamic State an emerging threat”, Foreign Policy News, December
15, 2014.
kk. Saima Afzal, “Reminiscing about 16 December”, Nepal 24 Hours, December 16,
2014.
ll. Saima Afzal, “India’s Aggressive Posture towards Pakistan”, Foreign Policy
News, Nepal 24 Hours, December 17, 2014.
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B. Foreign Visits
i.

ii.

iii.

Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President/Executive Director SVI, presented paper titled
“Afghanistan, Pakistan and Turkey Cooperation,” in an International Peace
Research Association (IPRA) conference, Istanbul, Turkey from August 10-15,
2014.
Mr. Ali Raza attended an International Bologna Italy Symposium titled “Conflict
Prevention, Resolution and Reconciliation,” from July 22 to August 3, 2014
organized by International, Peace and Security Institute (IPSI).
Ms. Beenish Altaf participated in the 13th International Summer Workshop titled
“Nuclear Disarmament, Safety and Stability”, Kalutara, SriLanka from September
15 to September 25, 2014 organized by Regional Center for Strategic Studies
(RCSS).
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Overview of SVI Major Events
A. Conferences/Seminars
A brief description of the SVI Conferences is as under:
i.

SVI organized a Two Day National Seminar titled “NPT Review Conference and
Future of the Non-Proliferation Regime”, on June 3-4, 2015 at Islamabad Marriott
Hotel.

The Strategic Vision Institute (SVI) organized a Two Day National Seminar on the “NPT
Review Conference and Future of the Non-Proliferation Regime” on 03-04 June, 2015 at
the Marriott Hotel Islamabad. Aim of the seminar was to examine the outcomes and
expectations of ‘NPT Review Conference 2015’, to re-evaluate the institutional structure
and process of the Non-Proliferation Regime (NPR), and its successes vs. failures under the
prevailing international environment. The seminar also focused on restructuring and
reformation of NPR by identification of its weaknesses.
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SVI organized a Two Day National Conference titled “Emerging Geostrategic
Landscape in South-West Asia and the Asia Pacific,” on November 5-6, 2015 at
Islamabad Club, Islamabad.

ii.

The Strategic Vision Institute (SVI) and Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung (KAS) organized a
Two Day National Conference on “Emerging Geostrategic Landscape in South-West Asia
and the Asia Pacific” on November 05-06, 2015 at the Islamabad Club, Islamabad. Aim of
the conference was to analytically review the recent geopolitical developments in SouthWest Asia and the Asia-Pacific region, and their implications for the strategic stability on
the South Asian region. The seminar also focused on finding out policy options for Pakistan
vis-à-vis the transformations that will shape the emerging South Asian geopolitical
architecture and seriously impact the constituent elements of regional strategic stability.
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B. In-house Seminars
“US President Obama’s Visit to India on the Republic Day (26 January, 2015) and
Its Implications”, January 29, 2015.
Chair
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President/Executive Director SVI
Guest Speakers
Mr. Sartaj Aziz, Prime Minister’s Advisor on National Security
and Foreign Affairs
Discussants
Brig (Retd) Naeem Salik
Ambassdor (Retd) Sohail Amin
Ambassador (Retd) Ashraf J. Qazi

i.

Discussion
The seminar was organized for the assessment of Obama’s visit to India on its Republic Day
and to re-evaluate the Indo-US. Agreement to remove hitches in the Indo-US Nuclear Deal
and their implications for Pakistan and South Asian strategic stability.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President/Executive Director SVI, welcomed the Chief Guest,
distinguished speakers and participants. He opined that Indo-US Nuclear agreement confers
India an implicit recognition as a Nuclear Weapon State not only from the US but also from
all NSG member states. India will enjoy all benefits that are given by NWS to NPT member
states without signing the NPT. The deal will promote Indo-US nuclear cooperation, while
India will continue to maintain its nuclear weapon program which is completely contradictory
to the spirit of the NPT. The deal would enable India to increase its nuclear arsenal through
transfer of dual-use technology, vague separation plan, inadequacy of IAEA jurisdiction
based on India-specific safeguard and freeing-up the
domestic uranium for military purposes.
Mr. Sartaj Aziz, the Advisor to the Prime Minister on
National Security & Foreign Affairs said in his address as a
Chief Guest that such an interaction provides a useful
opportunity to deliberate upon issues of strategic importance
and
to
draw
lessons
for
policy
makers.
In assessing the long term implications of President Obama’s
visit, it is important to keep in mind that the situation in
South Asia is affected by these phenomena and is heavily
conditioned by the global environment which itself remains
in a state of flux and instability.
Similarly this visit to India took place at a time when
Pakistan’s bilateral relations with the US are witnessing a significant improvement. After the
crisis ridden relationship of 2011-2012 and the official visit of Prime Minster to Washington
in October 2013 put the relations back on a positive trajectory. This was followed by two
rounds of the Strategic Dialogue that were suspended in 2010; the first held in Washington on
28 January 2014; and the second in Islamabad on 12-13 January 2015 just a fortnight before
President Obama’s visit to India (For full text of Mr. Sartaj Aziz’s statement please see the
SVI website).
Ambassador (Retd) Ashraf J. Qazi spoke on “India-US Relations since the inception of
Modi Government: Implications for Pakistan”. He shed light on Pakistan’s foreign policy
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devolvement and Indian involvements in Baluchistan on Western border from Indian
consulates are in Afghanistan. He stated that Pakistan and Afghanistan should develop
smooth relations with each other and work collectively for elimination of terrorism and
extremism from their territories, and while Pakistan should cooperate with America, it should
not allow America to use its territory.
Ambassador (Retd) Sohail Amin, President Islamabad Policy Research Institute (IPRI)
expressed his views on “Developing Contours of China-India-US Relations”. He stated that
this was the second visit of the US President to India in pursuit of his desire to enlist India’s
support in containing China and explore whether India could serve its interests in Asia Pacific
region. India’s desire to restructure new security architecture in the region is another factor
that prompts the US towards India. Moreover he articulated that India is concerned about
China’s growing influence in Indian Ocean as Sri Lanka is hosting Chinese submarines since
the last year which seriously upsets India. Brig (Retd) Naeem Salik shared his views on
“Obama’s Visit and Regional Peace and Stability of South Asia”. He said that since this USIndia strategic partnership began India’s interest in continuing with the dialogue and
confidence building measures process with Pakistan has been declined in equal measures.
Mr. Ross Masood Hussain, Chairperson SVI, said that we should not worry about
Obama’s Visit to India as it is sovereign right of every nation to safeguard its national
interest. Whereas Pakistan should focus on three things: first to strengthen its security, second
to deliver good governance, last but not the least, to develop its economy.
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“An Overview of the Nuclear Safety Regime in Pakistan”, March 13, 2015
Chair
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema
Guest Speaker
Zaheer Ayub Baig, Director General (corp.) PNRA
Discussants
Lt. Gen. (Retd) Syed Muhammad Owais

ii.

Discussion
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema initiated the discussion by saying that Nuclear Security and Safety
Regimes have become highly significant variables in the contemporary debate on Nuclear

Non-Proliferation, Arms Control and Disarmament. He regretted that in the prevailing
political scenario, it made little difference as to who was right or wrong but what mattered
more was who was allied with or against whom. He continued that despite Pakistan’s history
of maintaining one of the highest standards of nuclear safety and security, it remained in eye
of the storm in the US and Western press on issue of the security of its nuclear assets.
The Guest Speaker, Director General (corp.) PNRA, Zaheer Ayub Baig, in his address,
shed light on the executive and regulatory authority of PNRA. He described the historical
background of Pakistan nuclear security regime as how 1964 constitution of Pakistan Nuclear
Safety Committee led to the creation of Pakistan Nuclear Regulatory Board (PNRB) and
establishment of Pakistan Nuclear Regulatory Authority (PNRA) in 1994 and 2001
respectively. He stated his belief in the defence of acquisition of nuclear reactors of Pakistan
by highlighting the defence barriers for reactors and nuclear plant security zones established
by PNRA. Largely, he summed up that the mission of PNRA includes the safe operation of
nuclear facilities.
He further deliberated that internationally, PNRA professionals participate as resource
persons in training courses, workshops, conferences and seminars. PNRA, also participate in
assessment of regulatory infrastructure of countries embarking on nuclear power program
through International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA) review missions. For the purpose
of capacity building in nuclear safety and security, National institute of Safety & Security is
also established with the objective to produce professionals, technicians and managers skilled
in nuclear and radiation safety & security. The training areas of National Institute of Safety &
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Security include Regulatory Control, Nuclear Safety, Radiation Safety, Waste and Transport
Safety and Nuclear Security.
In the Q&A session, the participants of the seminar appreciated the endeavor of SVI in
arranging the seminar at such a critical time when Pakistan is facing numerous hurdles in the
establishment of K-2, K-3 nuclear power plants in favor of its national security interests. In
response to the questions on the site and security issues of K-2, K-3 nuclear power plants, the
DG PNRA expressed confidence in Pakistan’s capacity in handling its power plants. Indeed,
Pakistan has the best record in the quality assurance of its nuclear power plants. Although
PNRA has done its best to avoid radiation hazards to the citizens of Pakistan as K-2, K-3
power plants buildings would be able to withstand the crash of any commercial plane but
PNRA has also signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Karachi Capital
Authority (KCA) to discourage the future population settlements in the safety zone of these
plants. Furthermore, the design of the plants is fully able to withstand the earthquakes of
scale nine, which are recorded max eight at rector scale in that area. In addition, PNRA
possesses highly technical people and mobile radiation detection vehicles to cope up with any
kind of uncertainty. The participant of the seminar recommended that the PNRA should also
start a wide-scale public awareness program to establish these plants, re-assuring the belief of
the citizens of Pakistan in the performance of PNRA and to tackle the agenda of anti-Pakistan

lobby.
iii.

Geneva Framework Nuclear Deal (Between Iran and Six Powers Led by the United
States), April 14, 2015.
Chair
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President/Executive Director SVI
Guest Speaker
Ambassador Tariq Osman Hyder

Discussion
Strategic Vision Institute (SVI) organized an In-House seminar titled “Geneva Framework
Nuclear Deal between Iran and Six Powers led by the United States” on April 14, 2015. Dr.
Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President SVI, welcomed the distinguished Guest Speaker
Ambassador Tariq Osman Hyder and the audience.
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The speaker highlighted the parameters of Comprehensive Plan of Action Regarding
the Islamic Republic of Iran’s Nuclear Program, decided in Lausanne, Switzerland. He told
that the framework agreement between Iran and P5+1 countries including Russia, China,
France, Britain, and the United States, along with Germany has further dispelled the fears
that the West after restraining the Iranian nuclear program would start targeting Pakistan’s
nuclear program. He discussed the technical aspects of the framework agreement with
reference to its implications on Pakistan and the region. He emphasized that Pakistan
needed to be serious about seizing the opportunity as “there is definitely a big opportunity,
Iran is a big market”. While describing the agreement as a win-win deal for Iran and the
West led by the US, he pointed out that Iran wanted the right to enrich uranium, which it
has successfully achieved, though a restricted one. The West, meanwhile, wanted to prevent
Iran from developing nuclear weapons and succeeded by making it to give up the plutonium
route. He further said that “Iran’s ability to go nuclear has been curtailed”, and he is seeing
a strong challenge to the finalization of the deal by June 30, 2015 deadline.
Discussing Pakistan’s policy over the Iranian nuclear issue, he added that Pakistan has
always respected Iran’s rights and its adherence to its international obligations. Pakistan has
been against any coercion or use of force which would destabilize the entire region
including the Gulf.
In the Q&A session, the participants of the seminar appreciated the endeavor of SVI in
arranging the seminar. The audience of the seminar also actively participated in the session
and raised important questions pertaining to shift in the political landscape of Middle East
and South Asian region. Former Defense Secretary Asif Yasin Malik said that the issues in
Pak-Iran relationship should have been addressed long ago. He noticed that “it is
inappropriate to be seen as working to improve our relations with Iran just because the
West has had a deal with Tehran”. He added that “we have to be forthright in this
relationship”.
Former ISI Chief Gen (retd.) Asad Durrani reminded that Pakistan has previously
resisted a lot of pressure from the West for Iran’s sake. He opined that Islamabad had
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performed the task of balancing its ties with the Gulf countries as well as with Iran. Gen
Durrani said that the international milieu has tilted in favor of Iran which has panicked
Saudi Arabia. He said that Saudi Arabia was pushing Pakistan to get involved into the
Yemen conflict. The agreement between Iran and the world powers on a framework for a
deal to curb Iran’s nuclear program and the lifting of sanctions has posed a new challenge
for Pakistani strategists.
At the end of the seminar, Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President /Executive Director
Strategic Vision Institute (SVI), thanked the honorable Guest Speaker and the participants
of the seminars for finding time to be part of the Seminar. He concluded the seminar by
stating that Pakistan should maintain good relations with both Saudi Arabia and Iran
because we cannot change our neighbors and in the current scenario, we should give
priority to our national interest. He also said that Pakistan has always strongly defended its
national interests with no compromises on its nuclear program and that there should be no
worries on the issue.
iv.

“Yemen Conflict and its Implications for South West Asia”, May 19, 2015
Chair
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President/Executive Director SVI
Guest Speaker
Ambassador Khalid Mahmood, Chairman Board of Governors,
Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad (ISSI)

Discussion
The Strategic Vision Institute Islamabad (SVI) organized an in-house seminar on “Yemen
Conflict and its Implications for South West Asia with special focus on Pakistan” held on
May 19, 2015. Ambassador Khalid Mahmood, Chairman Board of Governors, Institute of
Strategic Studies Islamabad (ISSI), honored the discussion as the Guest Speaker. Dr. Zafar
Iqbal Cheema, President SVI, welcomed the distinguished guest and the audience.
Expressing his views on the Yemen crisis, Amb. Khalid Mahmood sketched out a brief
history of the conflict that highlighted the major actors as well as motives in the conflict.
Discussing the background of the conflict, Amb. Mahmood presented demographic facts
and figures of Yemen which has an area of 527,829 square kilometers with a population of
23,833,999 of which 40% are Houthis, belonging to the Zaidi Shia sub-sect. He added that
in modern history, the area has been under the Ottoman and British rule. Shias of South
West Saudi Arabia (Najran and Jizan Provinces) were once the part of huge and powerful
Shia kingdom. It has only been the part of Saudi territory since 1934 when the Saud family
had obtained the area on lease for a term of 20 years; however, was never returned to
Yemen.
The internal strife in Yemen is nothing new but endemic since 1926. The original root
causes of the conflict are socio-political due to an extremely tribal society. Currently, it is
being perceived as part of Saudi-Iranian rivalry; an unfinished Arab spring, and Sunni-Shia
sectarian animosity engulfing the entire Middle East. The recent history shows that
military intervention in Yemen has not been fruitful. Egyptian intervention in Yemen from
1962-1967 in support of socialist military officers against new Shia ruler, Imam Badar
approved to be a fatal disaster when Egypt had lost about 25000 soldiers.
The most recent crisis arose when an Operation ‘Decisive Storm’ led by Saudi Arabia
with the participation of a number of GCC member countries (minus Oman) including
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some regional countries (Egypt, Jordan, Sudan, Morocco and lately Senegal) was launched
at the request of the Yemeni President, Mansoor Hadi, to provide immediate support by all
necessary means to protect Yemen and its people from the aggression of Houthi militias
backed by Iran. In other words, the ‘Operation Decisive Strom’ aimed at restoration of the
constitutional and political legitimacy in the country represented by President Hadi and his
government. Amb. Mahmood pointed out the question that whether the operation was
decisive or preventive in nature? Discussing the views of the coalition countries, Amb.
Mahmood noted that “In the view of coalition countries, Houthis control of Capital Sana’a,
their repeated assault on Aden, and efforts to gain control of Bab-el-Mandeb Strait
constituted a coup d’état. It was the failure of international community represented by the
UNO that compelled the Arab League and GCC to find a solution to the crisis on invitation
by the President Hadi for intervention.
Analyzing Saudi Arabian strategic concerns, Amb. Mahmood noted that on their part,
the Saudis felt that the military exercises conducted by the Houthis near its border and the
perceived support they enjoyed from Saudi Arabia’s regional rival, Iran, constituted a direct
threat to their country and other GCC member states as well. Historical enmity between
Yemen and Saudi Arabia dates back to the pre-Islamic era when Ethiopian Governor of
Yemen Abraha made a failed attempt to destroy Khana-e-Ka’ba, an episode recorded in
surah Alfeel of the Holy Quran. He pointed out that, in November 2009, the Houthis had
attacked Saudi territory, and that the ill-conceived US military interventions of last decade
have enabled Iran to enlarge its influence in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and now Yemen,
virtually encircling Saudi Arabia. The Arabs further fear that the conclusion of incipient
Nuclear Agreement with Iran will further embolden it; resulting in the greater Iranian
influence in the region. Therefore, the coalition countries considered their action as a
defensive war rather than interference in the domestic affairs of a sovereign country.
Participants of the seminar agreed that the goals of Operation Decisive Storm are to
deter Iran; stop Houthis advances; restore legitimacy of Yemini state institutions; and to
force Houthis to the negotiations table in accordance to the principles agreed upon by the
Yemeni parties under the GCC initiative singed in Riyadh in November, 2011. Discussing
the legitimacy of the Operation Decisive Strom, there was a general consensus that it
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derives legitimacy from:





Article 51 of UN Charter
The 1950 Joint Arab Defence Treaty: All Arab states are committed to helping
member country, which is under threat or attack, by all means including military
means.
GCC Defence Strategy (2009): It calls for joint defence cooperation among all the
member states.
Formal request for help by the legal President of Yemen.

Furthermore, the Coalition action has been endorsed by the UN Security Council
Resolution 2216 (2015), adopted under Chapter VII of UN Charter, passed on 14 April,
2015. The Security Council has demanded that all parties in the embattled country, the
Houthis in particular, should immediately and unconditionally end violence and refrain
from further unilateral actions that may be threatening for the others. The Council also
demanded that the Houthis should withdraw from all areas seized by them during the latest
conflict, relinquishes arms seized from military and security institutions, ceases all actions
against the legitimate Government of Yemen and urged the full implementation of previous
resolutions by the Council. Acting under chapter VII of the UNO Charter, the Council also
called upon the Houthis to refrain from any provocations or threats to the neighboring
States. It also demanded that the Houthis should release the Minister for Defence, all
political prisoners and individuals under house arrest or arbitrarily detained, and end the
recruitment of children for violent activities. UNSC also imposed various sanctions
including a general assets freeze, travel ban, and arms embargo on Houthi rebels. The
resolution called upon all the Yemeni parties to abide by the Gulf Cooperation Council with
other initiatives for peaceful settlement and to resume the United Nations-brokered political
transition in Yemen.
After covering the comprehensive account of the Yemen conflict, the Guest Speaker
discussed the implications of the conflict for Pakistan. He said that Pakistan and Saudi
Arabia have a history of close brotherly ties in thick and thin and mutual support. In 1969
Pakistani pilots flew Saudi jets to thwart Yemeni incursions into the kingdom and
throughout the Cold War Pakistani troops were stationed in Saudi Arabia. Pakistani troops
were again stationed there in 1991 during the first Iraq war. The fact that Saudi Arabia has
been bankrolling Pakistan in its time of need and around two million Pakistanis are
gainfully employed in Saudi Arabia who are source of US$ 14 billion. Therefore, Saudis
take it for granted that Pakistan shall always join Saudi led coalitions. In fact, Saudi
Arabian government declared its military intervention in Yemen in a very hasty manner
without proper consultation with Pakistan. Therefore, were jolted due to very high
expectations when Pakistan refrained from getting directly involved into the military
adventure. Discussing the reasons that why Pakistan refrained from direct involvement into
the conflict, he considered that Pakistan military does not want to commit troops at a time
when its own resources are severely at stretch especially in the ongoing Zarb-e-Azb
operation. Moreover, Pakistan’s relations with India over the Kashmir issue and situation at
LoC is also worrisome. Further, Pakistan has been reluctant to get embroiled in sectarian
driven geopolitical conflicts in the Middle East, conscious of the fact that it would
antagonize Iran. Besides, the destabilized situation along the Baluchistan border with Iran is
also amongst the significant reasons. Unnecessary involvement in Yemen conflict carries
the risk of exacerbating Shia-Sunni violence in the country itself.
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The manner, in which Pakistan crafted its response to the Saudi request for participation
in the coalition against the Houthis, added worries to the Saudi concerns. Public discussion
of Saudi request in the media and its reference to Parliament subjected Saudi Arabia to
unprecedented and gratuitous public criticism. On day five of the joint Parliamentary
session on Yemen, a resolution was unanimously adopted on April 10, 2015. Implying that
Islamabad should refrain from assisting Riyadh militarily, it added that Pakistan should
stand shoulder to shoulder with Saudi Arabia to protect the territorial integrity of the
Kingdom as well as against any threat to Haramain Sharifain. It further added that the crisis
in Yemen could “plunge the region into turmoil”, calling upon the warring factions in
Yemen to resolve their differences “peacefully and through dialogue”. The resolution also
noted that while the war in Yemen was not sectarian in nature, it had potential of turning
into a sectarian conflict and thereby having critical fallout in the region, including within
Pakistan. It added that government should initiate steps to move the UN Security Council
and the OIC to bring about an immediate ceasefire in Yemen. It urged that Muslim Ummah
and international community to intensify their efforts to promote peace in Yemen. The
provision which caused much controversy said that Pakistan should maintain the neutrality
in Yemen Conflict so as to be able to play a proactive diplomatic role to end the crisis.
In the Q&A session, the participants of the seminar appreciated the endeavor of SVI in
arranging the seminar. The audience of the seminar also actively participated in the session
and raised the important questions pertaining to shift in the political landscape of Middle
East and South Asian region. The participants agreed on Pakistan’s stance on the Yemen
crisis. Pakistan wants a peaceful resolution of the conflict and expresses unequivocal
support for Saudi Arabia and affirms that in case of any violation of its territorial integrity
or any threat to Haramain Shahrifain, Pakistan will stand shoulder to shoulder with Saudi
Arabia and its people.
At the end of the seminar, Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema President /Executive Director
Strategic Vision Institute (SVI) thanked the honorable guest speaker and the participants of
the seminar for finding time to be the part of this seminar. He concluded the seminar by
saying that Yemen Conflict has become highly significant variable in the contemporary
debate on regional security, and Pakistan should take rational decisions by keeping in mind
its national interest.
v.

Seminar on “Impact of the US drawdown in Afghanistan on US-Pak Relations”,
August 12, 2015.
Chair
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President/Executive Director SVI
Guest Speaker
Dr. Kenneth Holland, Professor of Political Science and the
Executive Director, Centre for International Development at the Ball
State University, Muncie Indiana

Discussion
Strategic Vision Institute (SVI) organized a one day seminar on the topic titled, “Impact of
US Drawdown in Afghanistan on US-Pakistan Relations” held on August 12, 2015. Dr.
Kenneth Holland, Professor of Political Science and the Executive Director, Centre for
International Development at the Ball State University, Muncie Indiana, was the Guest
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Speaker.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President SVI, thanked Dr. Holland and participants for
affording their valuable time for discussion on an important political issue in the current
international strategic environment and its relevance to the Pakistan’s National Security,
Regional Power-politics and stability on the global scale. In his address, Dr. Holland talked
about the reasons and motives behind US presence in Afghanistan. He stated that the US
handed over its last base, Camp Leatherneck in the southern province of Helmand, to the
Afghan National Army on October 28, 2014. However, there is a continuing US military
presence in Afghanistan owing to the bilateral agreement signed on September 30, 2014.
This agreement allows 9,800 American and at least 2,000 NATO troops to remain in
Afghanistan to extend training and advising services to the Afghan Security Forces and “to
carryout counterterrorism operations against remnants of Al-Qaeda”. Prof. Holland added
that the Presidential order of November 2014 supports the same cause. For this purpose, a
base in Jalalabad, in Eastern Afghanistan, remains a launching point for armed drone
missions in Afghanistan and across the border in Pakistan. He quoted a report by the
Bureau of Investigative Journalism, which states that 11 CIA drone attacks have occurred
so far in 2015 in the North and South Waziristan Agencies of the Federally Administered
Tribal Areas of Pakistan.
Dr. Holland opined that Pakistan is highly skeptical about the situation in the country as

well as in the region as the consequence of the US troop’s withdrawal from Afghanistan.
Pakistan’s fears center on the fact that the withdrawal of the US troops will create a power
vacuum in Afghanistan, which will encourage advances by the militants and may lead to a
full-blown civil war in Afghanistan. He also pointed out that the presence of Pakistani
Taliban finding safe haven in Afghanistan, which they will use as a base to attack Pakistan.
In the wake of diminished financial assistance from the US, Pakistan will find it hard to
fight insurgents, which will further make Pakistan a less favorable venue for the foreign
investments.
While discussing the positive and negative trends witnessed during the last eight years
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in the region, Dr. Holland mentioned that Afghanistan faces problems like large scale
insurgency, widespread unemployment, and difficulty in revenue generation that highly
impacts Afghan government’s capability to carry out operations against the insurgents, to
whom Afghanistan has lost important areas of Kunduz, Badakshan, Kunar, Nangarhar,
Logar and Helmand. He further mentioned that the former Afghan President, Hamid
Karzai, is continuously interfering in the affairs of National Unity Government by creating
impediments in the political process. Another dilemma is that some of the Taliban have
pledged allegiance to the Islamic State and do not have any real interest in the peaceful
resolution of their conflict with the Afghan government. And to top it all, the news about
the death of Mullah Omar has further fractured the peace process.
Dr. Holland enumerated four key points in the Pak-US relations as were identified in
the meeting between the US secretary of State, John Kerry and Prime Minister of Pakistan,
Nawaz Sharif.
These include:





The elimination of terrorism in the region
Maintaining Pakistan’s security over its nuclear weapons
Building a united and prosperous Pakistan
Addressing Pakistan’s energy problems

In his concluding remarks he summarized the key points of his talk, reiterating that the
drawdown of the US armed forces in Afghanistan has resulted in an increase in insurgent
attacks and a doubling of civilian deaths, for which President Ashraf Ghani blames
Pakistan. However talking about the US’ stance he stated that the United States applauds
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif’s efforts to promote a peaceful neighborhood in South Asia,
which is a precondition for a tangible progress in the fields of economic growth and
development in the region. Dr. Holland maintained that both the US and Pakistan are in the
favor of greater trade and the latter is particularly interested in growing the US investment
in the energy sector, including Liquefied Natural Gas. He was hopeful that the large
number of Pakistani-American business people can play a major role in moving the
relationship from aid to trade.
A very informative question answer session followed Dr. Holland’s presentation. Gen.
(Retd) Asif Yasin Malik, former Defence Secretary, asked two very critical questions and
in the end gave one suggestion as well. He asked why the US is so paranoid about the
safety of Pakistan’s nuclear assets. He then asked why is the US so concerned about a
united Pakistan, and why does it think that Pakistan is disunited? He said that Pakistan is
very much united from within and only someone from the outside can try to break it. He
then suggested that the US should not to be giving any loans and grants to Pakistan in
return for the sanctions as it is only further damaging Pakistan’s economy. Dr. Holland
gave a rather brief reply and said that he agrees that the assistance can hurt in the longer
run.
At the end, Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema offered his thanks to all the participants, especially
to the Guest Speaker, Dr. Kenneth Holland for his detailed and enlightening talk and for
responding positively to the SVI invite on such a short notice. He also appreciated the
audience for their active participation in the question answer session and making the
Seminar more lively and informative. Dr. Cheema also thanked the whole team of the SVI
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for making all the arrangements for the seminar and contributing to its success.
vi.

Seminar on “Challenges in the India-Pakistan Relations under BJP Government:
Security & Diplomatic Perspectives”, September 15, 2015
Chair
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President/Executive Director SVI
Guest Speakers
Former Defence Secretary Lt. Gen (Retd) Khalid Naeem Lodhi
Ambassador (Retd) Sohail Amin, President IPRI

Discussion
Strategic Vision Institute (SVI) organized a one day seminar
on the topic titled “Challenges in the India-Pakistan
Relations under BJP Government: Security & Diplomatic
Perspectives” held on September 15, 2015. Two guest
speakers, former Defence Secretary Lt. Gen (Retd) Khalid
Naeem Lodhi and Ambassador (Retd) Sohail Amin were
invited to discuss the dynamics of heightened tensions with
India, their security implications, possible scenarios, and
Pakistan’s response. They elaborated in detail on the security
and diplomatic dimensions of the bilateral relations respectively. Dr. Zafar I. Cheema,
President SVI, thanked the speakers and participants for gracing the occasion with their
presence.
Dr. Cheema in his opening remarks stated that even though the issues between India
and Pakistan are well known, with time they have become complex. Since 1947, the two
states have not been able to resolve their bilateral problems. For instance Kashmir is the
major bone of contention for which India and Pakistan have fought two major wars in 1948
and 1965 and later had a limited engagement in Kargil in 1999. Added to this issue are
Siachen and Sir Creek disputes.
Water issue is another critical
problem although the Indus Water
Treaty (1960) is hailed as the most
remarkable achievement. There
have been violations by India
which indicates that the problem is
still there and has not been fully
resolved. Suspension of composite
dialogues is also a regular
practice. Now Modi is labeled
with anti-Pakistan and antiMuslim baggage which makes it
even more difficult to find
solution to the problems. He said
that it is not just Modi but even when Congress was holding office; it did not help much in
resolving any of the prevailing issues. Dr. Cheema then requested the worthy guest
speakers to enlighten the audience with their expert thoughts on the subject.
Lt. Gen (Retd) Khalid Lodhi, while discussing the security perspective, opined that
Pakistan’s relations with India have not been easy since inception. With Afghanistan,
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except 10 to 20 years of relative peace, the relations have largely been marred with turmoil
and upheavals. Iran seems to be quite dejected with Pakistan. Today even Modi in India
has an anti-Pakistan agenda and one cannot be sure if he can separate himself from that
agenda. The Indian Army Chief Gen.V.K. Singh is quite hawkish in his approach towards
Pakistan issuing warnings and once again hinting at the possibility of Limited War and
Cold Start in his narratives. One positive development however is China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) which will not just carry economic benefits but will also make
Pakistan’s internal and regional policy undergo a huge change.
Talking about the security environment, he stated it is important to first consider the
internal threats. Terrorism according to him is the first and major threat to Pakistan’s
internal as well as external security. Pakistan is continuously fighting this menace but most
of the top leadership of Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) has been able to escape and
found refuge in Afghanistan. Their presence in the adjacent Afghanistan region along with
Daesh, ISIS, Khurasani and their splinter groups is a looming threat for Pakistan. He stated
that even though Pakistan has taken some measures such as formulation of National Action
Plan (NAP), there hasn’t been any considerable progress on its implementation. He also
said that terrorism in Pakistan did not just flourish on its own but there was a conducive
internal environment for its proliferation.
He further talked about the international concerns and said that although Pakistan has a
good command and control system, it is still not good enough for the West. American think
tanks have reported that Pakistan’s nuclear stock pile is going to be the third largest in the
world in next five to ten years. Mr. Lodhi expressed his disappointment by saying that
while some people in Pakistan might rejoice at this claim, but I find mischief in this report.
Because in reality it is the part of a bigger plan i.e. to make Pakistan sign FMCT. Hence the
international lobby is adamant at proving that Pakistan’s arsenal size is outpacing India’s
and will have the largest number of nuclear warheads than any other country after the
United States and Russia. This is being done so that a case could be prepared where
Pakistan will be made to cede to FMCT. Gen. Lodhi expressed confidence in Pakistan’s 2 nd
strike capability.
In his concluding remarks he stated that Pakistan is heading in the right direction.
However it still faces many challenges. The political and military leadership must take a
fresh look at the security situation and has to rise beyond a certain level. HRD / HRM and
Economic development are the main challenges which need to be addressed. He wrapped
up his discussion with an observation that détente between India and Pakistan is not in
sight, not in the near future at least.
Amb (Retd) Sohail Amin talked about diplomatic perspective on challenges in IndoPak relations. He started off by defining the concept of diplomacy. He stated that
Diplomacy is the art of possible where one tends to resolve and create an enabling
environment coupled with the will of parties to negotiate in order to move forward. He also
said that progress is not necessarily quantifiable; it is usually incremental and might reveal
itself over a period of time. States adopt various diplomatic approaches, such as prioritizing
the issue where they may first address highly important political issues and once those are
resolved; tend to the low priority political issues and vice versa. Pakistan has tried several
bilateral and multilateral options with India without achieving any fruitful results. Tashkent
declaration was carried out through step by step approach. The diplomatic approach
employed during Simla Agreement was a combination of step by step and bilateral
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approach. Lahore Summit and Agra Summit both are reflective of bilateral diplomatic
efforts. But none of the approaches have helped either side in achieving their objectives.
He mentioned that the first ever meaningful interaction between the two states took
place in 1985 when President Zia and his Indian counterpart Rajiv Gandhi held talks on
important bilateral issues. However, unfortunately Kashmir was missing from the agenda.
Then in 1997 once again process of talks resumed between Nawaz and Gujral but the two
countries carried out nuclear tests in 1998 and the diplomatic process was completely
stalled. Later on in 1999, Indian leader Vajpayee visited Lahore and discussed matters with
Nawaz Sharif. But the diplomatic process did not continue for long owing to Kargil conflict
in the same year. Another attempt at opening diplomatic channel was tried by President
Musharraf in 2001 but culminated in a failure. Later on President Musharaf also presented a
Four Point Formula as a framework to resolve Kashmir problem. These various events
indicate that several step by step diplomatic approaches have been tried but India clearly
has no inclination to resolve issues with Pakistan. Nonetheless both states have a realization
that there are serious pending issues.
He also pointed out that Prime Minister Narendra Modi has a background which serves
as an explanation for his unfavorable disposition towards Pakistan. The fact that Modi
joined RSS when he was only 8 years old has a huge impact on his personality and on his
spiritual orientation. This makes him quite openly follow a philosophy where religious
pluralism is seldom tolerated. Also once connected to RSS, it is almost impossible to leave
it under any circumstances. He is also very fond of Yatras. In 1991, he travelled all the way
up to Srinagar and hoisted the Indian flag there. Seeing his enthusiasm, BJP asked him to
help them organize their party not just in parts of India but also in IOK. Hence this is
generally why he is seen as a successful and determined person in India. Looking at his
performance over last one year, it seems that he is interested in integrating India with all the
other South Asian states excluding Pakistan, as can be seen from non-conciliatory
statements coming from India against Pakistan. However Amb. Amin was of the view that
sooner or later Modi will realize just like his predecessors that lasting peace in the region
will only come with the resolution of Kashmir, which requires consultation with Pakistan
and Kashmiri leaders. With these remarks Amb. (Retd) Sohail Amin wrapped up his
discussion and a very interactive Question-Answer session followed after that.
Amb (Retd) Akram Zaki congratulated Amb. (Retd) Sohail Amin for his succinct
presentation. Further developing on the topic, Mr. Zaki said that there has to be one
important principle that needs to be considered at all times, i.e. the rule of reciprocity. If it
is followed properly it will give dignity to Pakistan. So there is no need for Pakistan to
show eagerness to hold talks with India. He said that Pakistan’s situation has greatly
improved. US, even though demands Pakistan to “do more”, realizes that Pakistan is crucial
in finding a durable solution to Afghanistan problem. That is why during Obama’s recent
visit to India, he suggested that India should rather focus on South China Sea and must not
worry about Afghanistan. Similarly Pakistan’s position with Ashraf Ghani has been
improved considerably though not consolidated yet. One possible reason is that the former
President of Afghanistan Hamid Karzai has successfully established himself in the center of
the country where he regularly holds anti-Pakistan meetings. Also the presence of Northern
Alliance and Mullah Omar’s death, have been the reasons behind slow progress in PakAfghan relations. He also said that Pakistan should take notice of Modi’s vulnerable
position in eastern part of India. Pakistan can and should make use of this opportunity and
start an “info war” to exploit in its favor. He also mentioned that bilateral efforts are not
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going to take us anywhere so Pakistan should always insist on including Hurriyat leaders in
the talks. This will help Pakistan win the trust of Kashmiris and have them on its side. He
said that India follows Hitler’s policy of Lebensraum; hence Pakistan should focus more on
China to counter India. While concluding his remarks he said that terrorism is the child of
injustice. Lack of justice should be looked into and should be corrected if one truly wants to
eradicate terrorism.
Dr. Zafar Cheema also added to the discussion and said that the basic provision for
second strike capability is that if the states can protect part of their nuclear weapons
capability in secure location and keep them safe, it naturally provides ground for effective
retaliation. There are host of measures to develop and ensure second strike capability. He
further said that closely coupled with this pre-requisite are two more requirements which
need to be met in order to have an effective and secure second strike capability. These are,
(a) Air Launched Ballistic Missiles (ALBMs), and (b) underwater or Submarine Launched
Ballistic Missiles (SLBMs). He elucidated that Pakistan possesses Hatf VII and Hatf VIII
which are nuclear capable cruise missiles that can be launched from aircrafts and
conventional submarines. On the other hand, India is working extensively on the
development of Arihant and Aridhaman; nuclear powered ballistic missile submarines.
However at present neither Pakistan nor India have developed the submarine launched
ballistic missile capability, hence both lack the best kind of second strike capability.
In the end Dr. Zafar Cheema extended his profound thanks to the guest speakers for
their excellent presentations and to all the participants in attendance.
vii.

Seminar on “Evolving International Nuclear Order (Mainstreaming Nuclear
Pakistan)”, October 20, 2015
Chair
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President/Executive Director SVI
Guest Speakers
Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal, Director School of Politics and International
Relations; Quaid-i-Azam University
Brig. Zahir-ul-Haider Kazmi, Director Arms Control and
Disarmament Affairs (ACDA)

Discussion
Strategic Vision Institute (SVI) organized a one-day In-House Panel Discussion on the
topic titled “Evolving International Nuclear Order (Mainstreaming Nuclear Pakistan)” held
on October 20, 2015. Two guest speakers Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal, Director School of
Politics and International Relations; Quaid-i-Azam University, and Brig. Zahir-ul-Haider
Kazmi, Director Arms Control and Disarmament Affairs (ACDA), were invited to discuss
Evolving International Nuclear Order in the light of recently published article/report
“Normal Nuclear Pakistan,” co-written by Michael Krepon and Toby Dalton. The speakers
deliberated upon the high stakes for Pakistan’s national security if it ceded to various
proposals made by the US’ think tanks for Pakistan’s admission into the nuclear
mainstream. Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President SVI, welcomed and offered his thanks to
the worthy speakers and participants for gracing the occasion with their presence.
Dr. Zafar Cheema opened the panel discussion by mentioning the five so-called
‘Brackets’ that have been proposed to Pakistan in the report if it wants to become a
mainstream normal nuclear state. He stated that the report recommends that Pakistan should
comply with proposed measures in order to be considered a normal nuclear state.
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Resultantly, by adhering to these proposals Pakistan might be able to get the wavier in
Nuclear Suppliers Groups (NSGs). The first proposed bracket is; Pakistan should re-shift its
declaratory policy from “full spectrum” to “strategic deterrence”, which means that
Pakistan should not develop Tactical Nuclear Weapons (TNWs) and go back to its previous
posture. The second bracket urges Pakistan to commit to a recessed deterrence posture,
which means it should put a limit on the production of short-range delivery vehicles and
TNWs. The report also suggests that Pakistan should lift its veto on Fissile Material Cutoff
Treaty (FMCT) and reduce stockpiles of fissile material. Moreover, Pakistan should
separate its civilian and military nuclear program and sign Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT) without waiting for India. In light of these conditions Dr. Cheema raised a very
pertinent question as to what would be the implications for Pakistan if it followed these
suggestions i.e. what option will Pakistan have if India goes for further nuclear tests if in
case Pakistan signs CTBT. He made a point that it is very discriminatory to keep these
brackets or conditions for Pakistan for it to become a mainstream nuclear weapon state or
to get exemption like India, while on the other hand, US has signed 123 Agreement with
India under International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) without any preconditions with
regards to Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). Dr. Cheema further argued that the
information in the report is largely twisted as it proclaims that Pakistan would become the
third largest possessors of nuclear arsenals in the next 5 to 10 years after United States and
Russia, claiming that with this pace Pakistan will soon surpass the nuclear arsenals of
Britain, France, India and other nuclear states. Dr. Cheema therefore suggested that it is
necessary to carefully analyze as to why and how such a conclusion by the western thinkers
has been arrived, especially when India was not made to adhere to any such kind of
conditions on its nuclear program and has been openly allowed to outrun Pakistan
qualitatively and quantitatively. In this backdrop, adherence to these conditions will have
serious implications not only for Pakistan’s nuclear program, but also for the strategic
equilibrium between India and Pakistan, as well as for Pakistan’s national security and
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strategic stability in the region.
Before formally inviting the speakers to deliberate on these aspects, Dr. Cheema
requested Mr. Pervaiz Butt, former Chief at Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC)
to express his views in the light of his vast experience on the subject matter. While sharing
his experience, he said that in 1960s when Pakistan’s peaceful nuclear program was at its
initial stages, Canada asked Pakistan to sign on ‘Doted Lines’ similar to the kind of these
‘Brackets,’ where in the case of non-compliance Canada would stop technological support
to Pakistan for its nuclear program. The aim of that agreement was to halt any future effort
by Pakistan to use nuclear technology for the making of a weapon. However, Pakistan did
not sign the agreement and still managed to sustain the progress of nuclear energy program.
In fact, all power plants worked very well despite the fact that Pakistan was economically
as well as technologically weak. Therefore, he inferred that Pakistan should not agree to
these ‘Brackets’ as it still possesses the capacity and capability to manage with changing
circumstances. He further added that the need of the hour is to focus on Pakistan’s
economical and technological advancement instead because it is not India that attracts the
West but their big business market owing to their modernization in technology and
economy. Hence, Pakistan along with its nuclear program needs to focus on technological
and economic advancement.
Speaking on the issue, Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal made two very pertinent arguments
with regards to Pakistan’s deterrence posture. First, he argued that nuclear posture or
doctrine is not anyone’s sole decision but it is very much enforced by the external
environment, something that happens in the surroundings modifies state’s defence posture
accordingly. In this vein, it is impossible to remain stuck to one particular doctrine or set of
rules as is demanded in the report. On his second point, he stressed upon the fact that it is
irrational to expect that Pakistan should cap or limit its nuclear program especially in an
environment where there are no regional arms control arrangements among the strategic
competitors. In fact, the changes in Pakistan’s nuclear posture or transformation of
minimum credible deterrence to full spectrum deterrence is the outcome of rational
decision-making processes just as the qualitative and quantitative improvements of nuclear
arsenals are in accordance with changing strategic environment. He added that this
transformation in Pakistan’s posture should not come as a surprise because the purpose of
Pakistani nukes has always been to protect Pakistan from Indian military might.
He further argued that we should focus on security paradigm from the angle of
structural realism as it will not only assist us to understand the shift in Pakistan’s nuclear
posture but will also help to respond to the report of Toby Dalton and Michael Krepon. He
believed that these writers are only writing from a limited perspective of the proponents of
non-proliferation. However if one focuses on the international security paradigm and
discourse in strategic stability, the only possibility of nuclear arms race in the region is
evident on the bilateral level which does not pose much risk to the traditional nuclear
order. He further said that if one focuses on the ‘Brackets’, especially the demand of
limiting the range of Pakistan’s missiles to India only, it shows that West has finally
acknowledged Pakistan’s rationale to build nuclear deterrence, therefore, it would not be
wrong to state that in the last seventeen years Pakistan has been able to successfully project
its necessity for making of a nuclear bomb. However he suggested that there is a dire need
to understand the Western agenda keeping in mind that there is a difference in the thinking
process of US administration and the Western think tank community. Thus, now it is
essential to understand that they are not asking to just rollback the program but are stressing
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upon a specific kind of brackets. This brackets further needs to be examined in two realms,
i.e. qualitative restrictions and quantitative restrictions. If hypothetically speaking, Pakistan
has crossed the threshold range of ballistic missiles i.e. 3000-5000, as is being claimed in
the report, then it should oblige by restraining the program, but that is not the case.
Moreover, if it is about safety and security of our nuclear program then Pakistan has
already proven itself to be a responsible, rational state to have nuclear weapon under
Resolution 1540 of the UNSC. At the same time the discriminatory Western thinking is
quite visible from the fact that despite the presence of empirical evidences regarding India’s
Cold Start Doctrine, the West is intentionally ignoring its potentially devastating
consequences for the region. Dr. Jaspal stressed that this is the point to focus on as to how
the Indian lobbies have been working and selling the ideas in their interests. However, he
mentioned that the good thing for Pakistan is that in September 2015 an Indian Army Chief
stated that India can fight a short swift war with Pakistan. It means Indians have an option
on the table and they are willing to exercise it too. Thus, it provides Pakistan with a
rationale to enhance its nuclear capability since Pakistan cannot match up with the
conventional muscle of India.
The next guest speaker, Brig Zahir-ul-Haider Kazmi, started with elaborating on the
three main points: International Nuclear Order, Mainstreaming of Pakistan in Nuclear
Order, and Deterrence. He stated that the global order or the disorder shapes the nuclear
order as well. Presently the nuclear order is shaped or balanced by the nine nuclear-armed
states. The nuclear order also determines the role of non-proliferation regimes and defines
the access policy to peaceful use of nuclear energy. The nuclear order is dominated by the
developed countries that want to monopolize the nuclear order. Furthermore, the non-NPT
states have nuclear weapons and now want to come in the line of mainstream nuclear
weapon states as they seek greater access to the dual use of nuclear technology. The
developed states want to monopolize through Export Control Regimes (ECRs) and are keen
to expand their role at political and economic forums. These states expect that other
countries should also focus on the economic interests more than amassing the military
might or worrying about the use of nuclear energy be it peaceful or otherwise. However,
Brig. Kazmi maintained that this might eventually not be a wise course of action as is
evident from what happened with China back in the days when it lost two wars, the Opium
war and the other with Japan despite having a strong economy. So it proves that economy
solely cannot provide the sufficient defence which can only be ensured if the sates
strengthen their nuclear capability.
He reiterated that there is more myth than reality in the exaggerated projection of
Pakistan’s nuclear arsenals. The so-called term nuclear “normalization” is itself a
misnomer. If Pakistan wants to become “normal”, which is not exceptional, it has the right
to do so. There is no harm in seeking to access higher end technology to improve its
economy and for other purposes. He argued that it is the Non-Proliferation Regimes that are
not behaving normally, as in 2008 they gave wavier to India but did not consider Pakistan
for the same concession. At that time, if they were giving exemption to any one state then
they should have given similar waivers to all the other Non-NPT nuclear weapon states too.
Further elaborating on the issue he said that presently Pakistan is left with just two
options. One is to continue to compete with India, and the other option is to sign various
non-nuclear proliferation initiatives and become normal nuclear state. Although the first
option might eventually exhaust Pakistan, the second option brings with it even more
devastating consequences as they propose constraints on nuclear weapon program in order
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to get a nuclear deal and to be part of Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) etc.
Brig. Kazmi said that there should be balanced and uniform criteria for all the states. The
cost-benefit analysis proves that Pakistan needs to be cautious and should not compromise
on its national interest. Discussing the developments in the South-Asia region, Brig. Kazmi
opined that Pakistan is only reacting with regards to the development of TNWs, while it is
no secret that India is the one which prompts this action by continuously undertaking
several initiatives, posing direct threat to Pakistan’s security. He maintained that Pakistan is
very specific when it comes to the development of nuclear technology while international
community is shamelessly biased towards India. One can see that India is consistently
modernizing its conventional and nuclear facilities. It has signed 13 agreements only for
peaceful purposes, while having 8 reactors out of safeguards. India also possesses 2 fast
breeder reactors and 4 smaller reactors, while Pakistan’s defence budget is hardly 1/7th to
India’s. If in case India exercises the option of waging limited conventional war against
Pakistan as it has expressed through Cold Start Doctrine (CSD), then obviously Pakistan
does not have any option but to develop short range nuclear weapons (TNWs) and Nasr to
protect its own sovereignty and security.
The debate was followed by an extensive question answer session where the audiences
posed various questions to the speakers and also presented their own observations, making
the overall discussion even more enriching.
viii.

Seminar on “Politics of Nuclear Non-Proliferation, NSG and Way forward for
Pakistan” December 17, 2015
Chair
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President/Executive Director SVI
Guest Speaker
Amb. Zameer Akram, Pakistan’s former Permanent Representative to
the United Nations office at Geneva

Discussion
The Strategic Vision Institute (SVI) organized a one day In-House Seminar on “Politics of
Nuclear Non-Proliferation, NSG and Way Forward” held on
Thursday 17th December, 2015. Ambassador (R) Zamir
Akram, Pakistan's Former Permanent Representative to the
United Nations office in Geneva was the guest speaker.
The discussion was chaired by Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema,
President/Executive Director of the SVI. He thanked
Ambassador Zamir Akram for affording valuable time out of
his busy schedule for speaking on a key national security
and non-proliferation issue. Dr. Cheema welcomed the
worthy speaker and participants for gracing the occasion
with their presence. Dr. Cheema introduced the topic by
saying that the nature and character of the non-proliferation
regime (NPR) has been altered from its original visualization
due to the Western nuclear weapon states (NWS), especially United States’ discriminatory
use of the NPR as an instrument of its foreign and strategic policy objectives like the Indo-US
Nuclear Deal. India is being propped up as a “pivot” of the US Asia-Pacific strategy, assisted
to become a rival great-power to China and now being hectically supported to become a full
member of the Nuclear Supplier Group (NSG). Therefore, it is imperative to deliberate on the
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prospects of India’s inclusion in NSG and the options and way forward for Pakistan in the
face of such currently prevailing challenges.
Ambassador Zamir Akram commenced his address by talking about the architecture and
process of the Conference on Disarmament (CD). He opined that CD has failed to realize its
assigned objectives due to divergent priorities of member states and lack of unanimity that is
an essential requirement of its decision-making procedure. While presenting an overview on
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), NPR and the NSG, he said that the world has far less
nuclear weapon states than was once feared, probably because of the non-proliferation
regime, but still proliferation is taking place. The nuclear powers who are telling others to
stop making nuclear weapons are vertically proliferating either in qualitative, quantitative or
in both terms. He stated that the outcomes of NPT Review Conferences had disappointed all
those who supported disarmament and nonproliferation, and it was a setback to both Nuclear
Weapon States (NWS) and Non-Nuclear Weapon States (NNWS) that had projected this
flawed and discriminatory treaty as the key component of the non-proliferation regime. This
is why the alleged rogue states such as Iran (despite signing the NPT) and North Korea
(withdrew after signing NPT) are still being considered as serious international security
concerns. The discriminatory nature of the NPR convinced Pakistan and India not to sign
NPT and when India carried out tests in 1974, Pakistan’s reservations were further validated.
He recounted that it was not Pakistan but the major Western powers that obstructed progress
on nuclear disarmament. At the CD, the Western countries misconstrued Pakistan’s justified
national security concerns with an intention to distract the world from their own reluctance to
make any meaningful move towards fulfilling their disarmament obligations.
He further maintained that nuclear disarmament is a desirable goal but the realistic
approach towards the achievement of this goal requires the policy makers to consider national
security of states without being discriminatory towards or against any specific country.
Unless the security interests of countries are not catered for, the efforts towards disarmament
will not deliver. He stressed that without P-5 engaging for this effort, CD cannot yield any
results. He expressed his disappointment about the functioning of NPR by saying “the nonproliferation regime is like a chain smoker telling everyone to give up smoking”.
He expressed concerns that all the states that are party to the NPT are not allowed to
transfer nuclear technology either for civilian or military purposes to any state that is not
party to the NPT (Article-I). However, India-US nuclear deal provides assistance to a kind of
vertical proliferation of Indian nuclear weapons by violating Article-I, hence, it is in stark
contradiction to the principles of NPT. The US signed civil nuclear deal with India
proclaiming that ‘India’s non-proliferation credentials were impeccable when in reality India
had been subjected to sanctions many times by the US itself’. The hypocrisy is evident; this is
the clear case of misleading international community.
Amb. Zamir highlighted that NSG is now confronted with a very critical issue where the
US and all major powers are generating tremendous pressure in favoring India’s membership
to NSG with China being an exception. This, according to him, is ironic since it was India
whose 1974 nuclear test led to the creation of the NSG. The basic purpose of the NSG is to
provide a mechanism through which the non-proliferation goal could be achieved, but in the
present scenario the group members are unanimously supporting a proliferator (India) to be
part of the group. He further elaborated on why did it happen? He opined that the special
favors to India are being given because of dynamic international strategic environment.
United States wants to be the sole power, where specifically since 1990s, its security doctrine
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is largely driven by the need to avoid and curb the emergence of any competitor. In this
regard China is being viewed as the most probable contender having the potential to
challenge US’ claim to being a sole super power. Hence the policy adopted by the US is to
contain China’s rise. To pursue this objective the linkages around the world are being created
with the prime aim to encircle China to prevent its emergence as a global player. Hence as
per US’ strategic thinking, India has a substantial role to play in the containment of China
and is seen as most deserving for the NSG full membership. However he reiterated that this
approach is complete non-sense on the logical grounds where other states are intentionally
being marginalized in lieu of US’ selfish interests.
He stressed that Pakistan committed a grave mistake by not opposing this initiative back
then where it should have opposed special waiver to India. Deliberating upon the Western
proposals to shift back from ‘full spectrum’ to strategic deterrence’ and limit the production
of short range delivery vehicles and tactical nuclear weapons, Amb. Akram rejected the
unfounded concerns of the Western think tanks about Pakistan’s Full-Spectrum Deterrence,
saying it can be achieved at the minimum level and there was no contradiction between the
two concepts. He was of the opinion that after India adopted ‘Cold Start Doctrine’, Pakistan
was left with the option of either matching India’s defense expenditure or opting for the costeffective tactical weapons and this (strategy of developing short range missiles) has worked
for Pakistan in deterring India’s aggressive designs, thus Pakistan should reject Western
pressure in this regard.
Amb. Akram concluded his address with an important recommendation that Pakistan
can counter Western pressure on its nuclear program by leveraging its strategic importance
for the West in the context of its counter-terrorism efforts. He advised that Pakistan should
categorically tell the Western countries that it cannot cap its strategic program.
President SVI Dr Zafar Iqbal Cheema reinforced Amb.
Akram’s opinion and said it was absurd to ask Pakistan to revert
from full-spectrum deterrence to strategic deterrence and to expect
Pakistan to unilaterally sign the CTBT especially when the US itself
has not ratified the said treaty. He said that there is a need for a
coordinated response by the private as well as government thinktanks to such Western biases and the response should further be
projected at the international level. The SVI so far in a very short
time span of three years since its inception has been able to give
quite an impressive performance where its counter narratives have
been registered and responded to by the Western think tanks.
The In-House Seminar was attended by members of academia, think tank
representatives, retired Generals and ambassadors, media personnel and students of various
local universities. An interactive and stimulating question and answer session and debate on
the issues discussed followed Amb. Aram’s address.
Dr. Zafar Iqbal Cheema concluded the In-House Seminar by profoundly thanking the
august audience and mentioned that their presence made this seminar a successful
endeavor. He offered special thanks to the guest speaker and expressed his appreciation to
all the guests for actively participating and making the discussion interactive. The worthy
guest speaker was presented souvenir and SVI published books by the President SVI at the
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end of the event.

A Counter Narrative to a Report ‘Normal
Nuclear Pakistan’
By Dr. Z. I. Cheema, Dr. Zafar Khan and Dr. Rizwana Abbasi
Pakistan should be included in the nuclear mainstream on same terms as were offered to
other non-NPT states, said Strategic Vision Institute (SVI), a think tank that works on
strategic issues.
The Islamabad-based think tank also rejected proposals made by Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace and Stimson Centre, which had called on Pakistan to return to
“strategic” deterrence instead of “full spectrum deterrence”, commit to a recessed
deterrence posture and limit production of short-range delivery vehicles and tactical nuclear
weapons; lift Pakistan’s veto on Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty and reduce or stop fissile
material production; separate civilian and military nuclear facilities; and sign the
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty without waiting for India.
The SVI recommendations that cautioned against compromising on national security
were framed by a group of nuclear experts comprising Dr Zafar Iqbal Cheema, President of
SVI, and National Defence University professors Dr Zafar Khan and Dr Rizwana Abbasi.
Debate surrounding the Western proposals for Pakistan’s nuclear mainstreaming has
once again started ahead of Army Chief Gen Raheel Sharif’s visit to US from Nov 15-20.
While launching the recommendations Dr Cheema said that proposals for
“mainstream(ing) Pakistan into the international community are purposefully
discriminatory because they aim at limiting Pakistan’s nuclear weapons capability, besides
freezing the range of ballistic missiles”.
Dr Cheema criticised reports that emerge from time to time that Pakistan had the
fastest growing nuclear programme and the country could be on the way to having the
world’s third largest nuclear stockpile saying that authors of these reports mischievously
use different criteria for Pakistan and India while making such assessments.
The American researchers, he said, had taken into account the potential (future) of
Pakistani stockpiles while declaring it to be the fastest growing in the world, but in case of
India they consider the actual production of warheads currently being produced instead of
following uniform criteria in both cases.
Dr Cheema further said that regional security paradigm was being manipulated in a
manner that was intended to maximize India’s conventional and strategic security as pivot
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to the US Asia-Pacific strategy, while minimizing Pakistan’s security at the same time. He
rejected the proposals floated by western think tanks for Pakistan’s nuclear mainstreaming
and advised the government against falling for the inducements being offered.
Dr Cheema further said that it was absurd to ask Pakistan to revert from Full-Spectrum
Deterrence to Strategic Deterrence and unilaterally sign the CTBT that the US itself had not
ratified whereas India was not only left free to augment its nuclear weapons and ballistic
missile capabilities but in fact was being offered advanced nuclear technologies and
systems like BMD that would undermine strategic stability in the region.
Dr Zafar Khan and Dr Rizwana Abbasi, from National Defence University, spoke
about the Full Spectrum Deterrence.
Conceptually, Pakistan’s treatment of full-spectrum deterrence was different from what
others perceive, they said, adding that Pakistan’s National Command Authority (NCA) was
clear on this that full spectrum deterrence, in its qualitative term, was to plug the gaps in
deterrence and address all forms of aggressions.
http://www.dawn.com/news/1218693/pakistan-be-included-in-n-mainstream-on-same-terms-asother-non-npt-states-think-tank
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Research & Analyses Activities of the SVI
A. Input of SVI Scholars in Print Media
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.

xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.
xvi.
xvii.
xviii.

Nasurullah Brohi, “Eurasian Economic Union and Pakistan-Belarus Free Trade
Engagements,” Eurasia Review, November 30, 2015,
Shahzadi Tooba, “Pakistan-China Time-Tested Relationship: NSG
Membership and Civil Nuclear Cooperation,” Eurasia Review,
November 30, 2015
S. Sadia Kazmi, “Picking Sides,” Nation, November 30, 2015
Zumra N Cheema, Realities belong to Article 370 of Indian
Constitution,” Foreign Policy News, November 27, 2015
Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “Why Pakistan Should Not Sign the CTBT, Unless?,”
Foreign Policy News, November 27, 2015
Nasurullah Brohi, “The US’ Strategic Bet on India” Daily Times, November 26,
2015
vii. Zumra N Cheema, “Geostrategic Importance of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor,” Foreign Policy News, November 25, 2015
S. Sadia Kazmi, “Defeat in UNHRC Re-elections: What Led to Pakistan’s
Exclusion?,” Pakistan Today, November 25, 2015
Beenish Altaf, “Pakistan’s Full Spectrum Deterrence,” Daily Times, November
24, 2015
Shahzadi Tooba, “IAEA Safeguards, Criteria and Status in South Asia: Item
Specific vs. Comprehensive Safeguards Agreements,” Foreign Policy News,
November 22, 2015.
Syed Hussain Shaheed Bukhari, “Mainstreaming the Global Nuclear Order,”
South Asian Voices, November 20, 2015
Maimuna Ashraf, “Raheel Sharif’s Visit to US: What Lies in Store?,” Nation,
November 14, 2015
Maimuna Ashraf, “To Be A “Normal” Nuclear State,” News International,
November 7, 2015
Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “The Debate on Nuclear First Use and No First Use: The
Case of Pakistan,” South Asian Voices, November 4, 2015
Beenish Altaf, “Evolving Trends in S Asian Nuclear Paradigm,” Pakistan
Observer, November 2, 2015
Maimuna Ashraf, “Pakistan: Why Full Spectrum Deterrence?,” Sri-Lanka
Guardian, October 31, 2015
Beenish Altaf, “Nuclear Exports and Discriminatory Approaches,” Daily Times,
October 31, 2015
Shahzadi Tooba, “Future of Nuclear Energy in Pakistan,” Foreign Policy News,
October 30, 2015

xix.

Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “Pakistan’s Shift from Deterrence to Credible Minimum
Deterrence,” Foreign Policy News, October 30, 2015

xx.

Maimuna Ashraf, “Pak-US Security Chess: Carrots and Brackets,” Daily Times,
October 27, 2015
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Zumra N Cheema, “Western Policies towards Nuclear South Asia, Pakistan
Observer, October 27, 2015
xxii. Beenish Altaf, “Global Fissile Material Stockpiles Lime-lighting South Asia,”
South Asian Voices, October 26, 2015
xxiii. Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “Pakistan’s Nuclear Posture: Recessed Deterrence or
Ready Response,” Pakistan Observer, October 22, 2015
xxiv. Nasurullah Brohi, “Kunduz: a Political and Strategic Failure,” Daily Times,
October 22, 2015
xxv. Syed Shahid Hussain Bukhari, “Worth & betrayal: Managing the US strategic
thinking in South Asia,” Foreign Policy News, October 11, 2015
xxvi. Zumra N Cheema, “A Smart, Devastated Propaganda of the West,” Foreign Policy
News, October 10, 2015
xxvii. Shahzadi Tooba, “Inconsistency in Global Nuclear Order,” Pakistan Observer,
October 10, 2015
xxviii. S. Sadia Kazmi, “Reality Check on Pak-Afghan Ties,” Pakistan Observer,
October 3, 2015
xxix. Shahzadi Tooba, “Pak-India Nuclear Installation and Global Nuclear Order,”
Foreign Policy News, September 30, 2015
xxx. Nasurullah Brohi, “China-Russia Axis towards A Global Ascendancy,” Eurasia
Review, September 29, 2015
xxxi. Maimuna Ashraf, “Nuclear Normalcy and Pakistan,” Foreign Policy News,
September 29, 2015
xxxii. Shahzadi Tooba, “Development or Decay: Time for Baloch People to Decide,”
Voice of Journalists, September 29, 2015
xxxiii. S Sadia Kazmi, “Positive Developments in Baluchistan,” Pakistan Observer,
September 29, 2015
xxxiv. Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “Global nuclear weapon inventories,” Foreign Policy
News, September 29, 2015
xxxv. Zumra N Cheema, “China-US: Confrontation or Cooperation?,” Pakistan
Observer, September 28, 2015
xxxvi. Nasurullah Brohi, “Resuming the stalled peace process between Taliban & the
Afghan government,” Foreign Policy News, September 20, 2015
xxxvii. Beenish Altaf, “Changing Nature of Deterrence Discourse in South Asia vs
International Discourse,” South Asian Voices, September 14, 2015
xxxviii. S Sadia Kazmi, “Reminiscing 1965: A Hard Earned Right To Celebrate,”
Pakistan State Times, September 9, 2015
xxxix. Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “Indo-Pakistani war: Battles to celebrate,” Foreign Policy
News, September 8, 2015
xl.
Beenish Altaf, “Time to be proactive, not reactive,” Daily Times, September 8,
2015
xli.
Maimuna Ashraf, “Got A Reason To Celebrate Defense Day?,” Voice of
Journalists, September 6, 2015
xlii.
S. Sadia Kazmi, “NSA Level Talks and US, what’s missing,” Pakistan Observer,
September 1, 2015
xliii. Beenish Altaf, “Nuclear game in South Asia,” Daily Times, August 30, 2015
xliv. Maimuna Ashraf, “What happened with the CTBT?,” Pakistan Today, August 29,
2015
xlv. Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “Dangers of Arms Acquisition,” Pakistan Observer,
August 29, 2015
xxi.
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l.
li.
lii.
liii.
liv.
lv.
lvi.
lvii.
lviii.
lix.
lx.
lxi.
lxii.
lxiii.
lxiv.
lxv.
lxvi.
lxvii.
lxviii.
lxix.
lxx.
lxxi.

2013 - 2015

Nasurullah Brohi, “Prospects of development: Pakistan’s Relations with Central
Asia, Voice of Journalists, August 28, 2015
Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “India’s Mounting Uranium Stash,” Voice of Journalists,
August 26, 2015
S Sadia Kazmi, “Slum demolition,” Pakistan Today, August 22, 2015
Shahzadi Tooba, “Changing Dynamics of Asian Security Architecture: Russia
Pakistan Bilateral Defence Ties,” Daily the Patriot, August 21, 2015
Shahzadi Tooba, “Western Propaganda against Pakistani Nukes,” Pakistan
Observer, August 20, 2015
Nasurullah Brohi, “SCO as a dominant regional player and its impacts on
Pakistan-India bilateral Relations,” Lahore Times, August, 2015
Beenish Altaf, “NPT Role in Non-Proliferation,” Pakistan Observer, August 17,
2015
Maimuna Ashraf, “What if the Deterrence Fails?,” Pakistan Observer, August 13,
2015
Shahzadi Tooba, “Iranian nuclear deal and prospects for energy starved Pakistan,”
Foreign Policy News, July 30, 2015
Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “Dimensions of Iranian nuclear deal,” Foreign Policy
News, July 30, 2015
Maimuna Ashraf, “Iran nuclear deal and future prospects” Foreign Policy News,
July 30, 2015
Beenish Altaf, “Moving from Deterrence to Credible Minimum
Deterrence,”Eurasia Review, July 28, 2015
Nasurullah Brohi, “Pursuing The Afghanistan Peace Process,” Eurasia Review,
July 28, 2015
Nasurullah Brohi, “The Iran & P5+1 nuclear diplomacy,” Foreign Policy News,
July 24, 2015
Maimuna Ashraf, “Nukes are Not Nuts!,” Pakistan Observer, July 24, 2015
Beenish Altaf, “Iran deal and its way forward,” Foreign Policy News, July 23,
2015
Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “Pakistan’s Membership to SCO,” Pakistan Observer, July
11, 2015
Sidra Ajaib Kayani, “Nuclear weapons: The anchor sheet of peace and stability,”
Foreign Policy News, June 29, 2015.
Maimuna Ashraf, “Confines of confrontational statements and conventional
deterrence,” Foreign Policy News, June 29, 2015.
Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “Pakistan & nuclear Iran,” Foreign Policy News, June 29,
2015.
Beenish Altaf, “Crafting deterrence for nuclear policies,” Daily Times, June 26,
2015.
Maimuna Ashraf, “Why Pakistan does not sign NPT!,” Foreign Policy News, June
24, 2015.
Adeel Mukhtar Mirza, “Pakistan on the Firing Line,” Pakistan Observer, June 22,
2015.
Beenish Altaf, “Significance of South Asian deterrence,” Daily Times, May 31,
2015.
Sidra Ajaib Kayani, “Pakistan’s full spectrum deterrence," Foreign Policy New,
May 31, v2015.
Maimuna Ashraf, “Finest-hour at Chagai — from obscurity to history,” Pakistan
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Today, May 30, 2015.
lxxii. Beenish Altaf, “Significance of May ‘98 tests in South Asian deterrence,” Foreign
Policy News, May 28, 2015.
lxxiii. Maimuna Ashraf, “Finest-hour at Chagai,” Pakistan Observer, May 28, 2015.
lxxiv. Adeel Mukhtar, “Efficacy of nuclear weapons for Pakistan’s national security,”
Foreign Policy News, May 28, 2015.
lxxv. Sidra Ajaib Kayani, “A Day of Triumph,” Daily the Patriot, May 27, 2015.
lxxvi. Adeel Mukhtar, “Pakistan in the Asian Pacific Politics,” Voice of Journalists,
May 18, 2015.
lxxvii. Maimuna Ashraf, “Muddle of Power Politics and Proliferation,” Eurasia Review,
Daily Times, May 13, 15, 2015.
lxxviii. Beenish Altaf, "How Many Nuclear Weapons Do India and Pakistan Need?,” The
National Interest, May 8, 2015.
lxxix. Maimuna Ashraf, “Emerging Nuclear Trends in South Asia,” Pakistan Observer,
May 5, 2015.
lxxx. Nasurullah Brohi, “Pak-China Strategic and Economic Cooperation: Challenges &
Opportunities for the Region,” Voice of Journalists, April 30, 2015.
lxxxi. Adeel Mukhtar, “Secretive Sino-Pak Strategic Relationships,” Foreign Policy
News, April 30, 2015.
lxxxii. Adeel Mukhtar, “Indo-US Strategic Partnership & its implications on regional
security,” Foreign Policy News, April 29, 2015.
lxxxiii. Beenish Altaf, “Full Spectrum Deterrence Excludes Possibility of War In South
Asia,” Eurasia Review, April 29, 2015.
lxxxiv. Shehzadi Tooba, “Third generation nuclear power plants in Pakistan and its safety
concerns,” Foreign Policy News, April 29, 2015.
lxxxv. Sidra Ajaib Kayani, “Ballistic Missiles issue in South Asia,” Foreign Policy
New, April 29, 2015.
lxxxvi. Saima Afzal, “Iran: Efforts to Achieve a Nuclear Accord,” Foreign Policy News,
April 28, 2015.
lxxxvii. Maimuna Ashraf, “Flashpoint on emerging nuclear trends in South Asia: How
significant is the scenario?,” Foreign Policy New, April 28, 2015.
lxxxviii. Nasurullah Brohi, “Nuclear powers and the politics of non-proliferation,”
Voice of Journalists, April 27, 2015.
lxxxix. Sidra Ajaib Kayani, “Inching towards 2016 Nuclear Security Summit,” Daily the
Patriot, April 25, 2015.
xc.
Maimuna Ashraf, “Forthcoming NPT Review Conference- Prospects and
Challenges,” Pakistan Observer, Lahore Times, April 24, 2015.
xci.
Saima Afzal, “Iranian Nuclear Program and Its Implications,” Foreign Policy
News, Lahore Times, April 20, 21, 2015.
xcii. Beenish Altaf, “Understanding of Credible Minimum Deterrence, Nuclear Policy
and Deterrent Postures,” Stimson’s Blog: South Asian Voices, April 3, 2015.
xciii. Nasurullah Brohi, “Challenges & opportunities of Iran & P5+1 nuclear deal,”
Foreign Policy News, March 31, 2015.
xciv. Sidra Ajaib Kayani, “Safety and Security of Pakistan’s Nuclear Installations,”
Voice of Journalists, March 30, 2015.
xcv. Maimuna Ashraf, “Low-Raise in Indian Defense Budget is of High-Concern for
Pakistan,” Voice of Journalists, Pakistan Observer, March 26, 2015.
xcvi. Adeel Mukhtar, “Pakistan’s Drones & Stability-Instability Paradox in South
Asia,” Foreign Policy News, March 25, 2015.
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xcvii. Sidra Ajaib Kayani, “Ballistic missiles issue in South Asia,” Foreign Policy News,
March 25, 2015.
xcviii. Saima Afzal, “Discriminatory Nature of NPT,” Lahore Time, March 24, 2015.
xcix. Adeel Mukhtar, “Shaheen III & Strategic Equilibrium,” Foreign Policy News,
March 17, 2015.
c.
Maimuna Ashraf, “India and Pakistan: Enforcing strategic deterrence,” Foreign
Policy News, March 11, 2015.
ci.
Beenish Altaf, Efficacy of Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime, Stimson’s Blog:
South Asian Voices, March 15, 2015.
cii.
Saima Afzal, “The Deterrence Equation,” Foreign Policy News, March 10, 2015.
ciii. Sidra Ajaib Kayani, “A Pakistani Perspective on Nuclear Elimination,” Lahore
Times, March 10, 2015.
civ.
Beenish Altaf, “Pakistan’s Shaheen III Ballistic Missile: A Deterrent
Strengthener,” Eurasia Review, March 9, 2015.
cv.
Nasurullah Brohi, “The Ruble Crisis and Future of the World,” Current Affairs
Society, March 6, 2015.
cvi.
Nasurullah Brohi, “Analyzing China’s role in Afghan peace process,” Foreign
Policy News, February 28, 2015.
cvii. Sidra Ajaib Kayani, “India’s Nuclear Plans and Nuclear Arms Race in South
Asia,” Lahore Times, February 27, 2015.
cviii. Saima Afzal, “US Fight against terrorism,” Foreign Policy News, February 27,
2015.
cix.
Saima Afzal, “Kashmir, an intractable Conflict,” Foreign Policy News, February
11, 2015.
cx.
Shehzadi Tooba, “Politics has no Principles,” Lahore Times, January 27, 2015.
cxi.
Sidra Ajaib Kayani, “United States’ India Nuclear Policy, Eurasia Review,
January 26, 2015.
cxii. Shehzadi Tooba, “Politics has no principles, Foreign Policy News,” January 25,
2015.
cxiii. Saima Afzal, “Indo-US Nuclear Deal and Its Implications,” Foreign Policy News,
Nepal24hours, January 22, 2015.
cxiv. Saima Afzal, “Baluchistan Conundrum,” Eurasia Review, January 9, 2014.

B. TV Interviews/Radio Programs
Dr. ZAFAR I CHEEMA
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Interview titled “Pak-India Talks”, in Jahan Rang program, Voice of America (VOA)
TV/Radio, on 21 August, 2015
Interview titled “Geneva Talks”, at Iran TV on 24 August, 2015
Interview titled “Issue of Kashmir”, with Haitham Naser at Al Jazeera on 26 August
2015 telecast 27 September 2015
Interview titled “Pakistan’s Second Strike Capability”, at Dunya TV on 12
September, 2015.
Interview at Iran TV on Pakistan, Afghanistan Iran Relations, 16 September, 2015
Interview titled “Attack on PAF Camp Budaber Peshawar”, in Jahan Rang program,
VOA TV/Radio, on 19 September, 2015.
Interview titled “Afghan Insurgency, Russia's strikes in Syria, and Challenges for
MQM”, in Jahan Rang program, VOA TV/Radio, on 03 October, 2015
Interview titled “US decision to withhold the withdraw of US forces from
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2013 - 2015

Afghanistan” at Russian TV on 15 October 2015
Interview titled “Normal Nuclear Pakistan”, for Changing Times with Dr Zubair
Ghouri” at PTV World on 15 November, 2015
Interview titled “How to deal with terrorism across the globe?” in Jahan Rang
program, VOA TV/Radio, 20 November, 2015.
Interview titled “Iran did work relevant to N-arms till 2003”, at Iran TV on 04
December 2015
Interview titled “International Volunteers Day”, with ARY News on 05 December ,
2015
Interview titled “Death of Mullah Mansur, Pak-Afghanistan Negotiation (Afghanistan
Conference), California Incident” in Jahan Rang program, VOA TV/Radio, on 06
December, 2015
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Journal of Security and Strategic
Analyses (JSSA)
Journal of Security and Strategic Analyses (JSSA) is a bi-annual premier research
publication of the SVI. It would primarily focus on the contemporary issues of security
and strategic studies with a multi-disciplinary perspective. JSSA conforms to the standard
HEC guidelines/rules of publication and seeks to present high quality research papers
and contributions as per the international standard. It is aspired to become a top ranking
HEC recognized journal. Even though this is the first issue, the quality aspect remained
and will always be the prime concern in careful selection of the manuscripts wherein the
readers will be able to find a collection of well written academically sound research
papers that have attempted to methodically examine various strategic and security issues
in detail.
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SVI Foresight
SVI Foresight is a monthly electronic journal. It has a multi-disciplinary perspective
highlighting on the contemporary strategic and security studies. The Journal is
envisioned to be a collection of policy-oriented articles written by its Research
Associates, Visiting Faculty and professional experts. The objective is to provide the
readership with a concise all-round and real-time policy oriented discourse on
contemporary strategic regional and international developments, highlighting their
relevance to Pakistan.
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SVI Website
SVI website posts research articles, short commentaries, opinions, analyses, research
reports, coverage of contemporary issues related to Peace, Development, Education,
Energy, Nuclear Security, Non-Proliferation, Arms Control and Disarmament
(AC&D), and Strategic and Security Studies. The website has extensively given
coverage to SVI reports of Conferences, Workshops, Seminars, and Roundtables over
the years. SVI Website has Publication Section from where public access is given to
download books, opinion articles, reports and proceedings of the conferences. The
website also shows the calendar of upcoming events in the year. The Archive Section
of the website has prominent articles of the renowned authors, professional experts,
academicians, and journalists on the issues of nuclear deterrence, nuclear forces,
nuclear energy etc. Our website is frequently visited by policy makers, researchers,
experts, and students inside and outside Pakistan. We also invite renowned scholars to
contribute their writing for publication on our website on regional and international
relations issues. SVI website provides useful forum for debate to formulate a
comprehensive discourse on current issues in the above mentioned fields. For further
details, please visit www.thesvi.org
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SVI Face Book Page
SVI Face book page is its interface with the social media. Blogs, newspaper items,
opinions, and articles published on other websites are shared here in addition to its
own. Since the creation of SVI face book profile, its “likes” have increased massively
over the year. Researchers, scholars and students are the frequent visitors on the page.
SVI face book page also shares the coverage of SVI events like conferences,
seminars, and workshop programs and pictures. Likewise, SVI page is extensively
being used to send invitation to participants for SVI events. Ever since SVI joined
face book, it has successfully achieved its goal of creating a discourse on variety of
issues including non-proliferation, arms control and disarmament, and peace and
stability. To like the SVI face book page, please visit www.facebook.com/svicom
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Future Outlook
On the completion of three years since its inception in January 2013, there is a collective SVI
2016 Resolution that, first and foremost, there must be qualitative improvement in the SVI
undertakings: the quality of its writings; research papers; studies, policy opinions, event
reports and discussions, to a level comparable with the international standards. It includes
improvement of its just started SVI Journal of Security and strategic Analyses (JSSA) with
the aim of its acceptance as HEC recognized journal. It goes true about the SVI Foresight, its
monthly electronic journal, which concentrates on policy opinions that should be useful for
decision-making and policy formulation for professionals. This 2016 Resolution emanates
from a sense of satisfaction about the three years of SVI performance shared by its research
associates, members of its Board of Governors, Visiting Faculty and its supporters, patrons
and above all, its audience. As pointed out in the section on Introduction, since its inception
in 2013, SVI has organized many national conferences/seminars, monthly In-House
discussions, roundtables with foreign delegates, published three (3) short volume books on
vital national security issues and two (2) capacity building workshops, all of which have been
highly acclaimed.
Further prominent accomplishment of the SVI is the publication of SVI Foresight, its
monthly electronic Journal and JSSA (Journal of Security and strategic Analyses) its
premier research publication introduced at its three year commemoration. SVI aims to
further develop both in hard copy publication and electronic versions with the inspiration to
promote new dimensions to national policy discourse, search for fresh perspectives on
contemporary issues and serve as platforms for sharing opinions and findings. SVI plans to
bring out subsequent volumes on a regular basis and is looking forward to receive
manuscripts exclusively written for both the journals.
Satisfaction from these achievements generated an inspiration not only to consolidate the
ongoing work at the SVI but to develop its institutional foundation, research and analyses
outputs, policy and programs. Therefore the SVI 2016 Resolution also visualizes an
achievable horizontal expansion as per its vision and undertaking additional objectives
listed in its brochure beyond the ones already taken up. The additional objectives pertain to
developing new initiatives and endeavors in the fields of governance: education, poverty
alleviation and health; national integration through adherence to Constitution, democracy
and social welfare: development, capacity building and national heritage.
SVI aspires to embark upon training and education imparting facilities in the highly
specialized areas of policy making which has so far not been adopted as the best professional
standards. It will undertake partnerships with other national and international institutions,
e.g., thinks tanks, universities and governmental organizations, in both, academic and policy
oriented research fields by signing MoUs, and undertaking consultancies and advocacy. SVI
already offers internship/apprenticeships to new graduates at the Masters and M. Phil level,
which it wants to formalize and expand to accommodate distinguished graduates on merit
basis. From 2016 it plans to seek affiliations for its interns with our foreign and national
institutions.
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